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EDITORIAL
If this Journal is a litrle later than expected, please accept our apologies. It became necessary,
once planning was fairly advanced, to recognise that one major article was not going to be available
in time to avoid considerable delays, so some last minute replanning became necessary. This number
consequently has a slightly shorter text (although more illustrations) than it should have been, but we
hope to return to our normal practice in number 59 next year, and trust that members will tolerate this
minor deviation from the regularity of size of recent numbers.

Once again we must thank our contributors for their support and their willingness to impart their
knowledge. As the next number is to be an especially large number, we hope that you will ensure its
success by offering contributions not later than the end of April, 1982.
I. L. G. B.

THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE IN THE 16th CENTURY

by Dr. T. T. Rutkowska
1533 was the year of the death of Grand Duke Vasilii Ivanovich and the succession to the throne
of Moscow of Ivan II (Ivan the Terrible). The Russian Empire occupied an area whose geographical
axis stretched from the South-west to the North-east, from Smolensk to Perm through Moscow, Vologda,
Velikii Ustyug and Vyatka with some areas south of this line and with the desert areas to the North as
far as the White Sea, Polar Ocean and the Ural Mountains.
Frequent incursions into the princedom of Moscovy by the hordes of Khan Shigalei provoked
the conquest of Kazan by Ivan the Terrible on 4 Oct. 1552, and the annexation of Kazan to the Tsardom
of Russia. It became an independent political unit within the Russian state, but "Smutnoe Vremya"
(the Time of Troubles) lasted until 1613.
Well before the conquest of Kazan, Ruijsians had occupied the northern basin of the river Kama
and the western part of the mid-Urals. Duri*g the 17th and 18th centuries, peace was interrupted by
the peasant uprisings under the leadership of Stenka Razin, and of Pugachev and smaller conflicts in
other parts of Russia.
To the North-west and the East of the Tsardom of Kazan, along both sides of the Urals, was an
area of 880,000 square kilometres and waste Arctic area, to which Russians came from the North. Well
before the conquest of Kazan, Russians occupied areas of the mid-Volga river and the Lower Kama
river regions as well as the Northern basin of the river Kama and the western part of the mid-Urals, the
country, which for some obscure etymological reason is called Perm Velikaya ("Greater Perm") centred
on the town of Cherdyn on the river Kolva, one of the northern tributaries of the Kama.
At that time Perm Velikaya was sparsely populated. According to the Yakhontov census of
1579 the population of the area was 1,671. The population distribution was:
Cherdyn town 326; the Cherdyn district 939.
Sol Kamsk town 201; the Sol Kamsk district 205.
Both centres were well situated on a river trade route which had a great future. From Cherdyn along
the river Kolva to the river Kama, and up the river Vishera, it was possible to reach the Urals and by the
easy portage on the other side of the river Losva and Sosva to the river Tavda a tributary of the Tobol
which flowed into the river lrtysh. Thus Cherdyn was the connecting point between two main water
systems of European and Asiatic Russian: the Volga-Kama and the Ob-Irtysh.
Sol Kamsk (Solikamsk) being founded later was the natural connection between the Russian
centres on the Northern Dvina river system and the new Russian settlements along the Lower Kama
which had been freed from the Tartars.
Cherdyn was the administrative and commercial centre of Perm Velikaya and the seat of the Valvode (i.e. the local governor), and also the trade exchange centre between Russian and Siberia. Russia
exchanged corn for Siberian furs.
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In the 16th century the industrialists from Sol-Yychegorsk, the owners of the Salt mines and trading
houses the brothers Yakov and Grigorii Stroganov, obtained a concession from Tsar Ivan IV for the
land along both banks of the Kama from the mouth of the river Lysva near Solikamsk in the North
and to the mouth of the river Chusovaya in the South. In all 146 versts (one verst=0.66 mile) of a lan:i'
with rivers, lakes, forests.
'
In 1568 the Stroganovs received a second concession for the terri:ory along the whole length of
the river Chusovaya and along both banks of the Kama as well as 20 versts downstream from the mouth
of the river Chusovaya. They became the sole owners of the area.
In 1574 with help of the Stroganovs, Ermak conquered the town of Siberia which was the se:t'.ement of the last Siberian Tsar Kuchum. In 1582 Ermak moved to the Ural forests in the direction of
the basins of the rivers Tura and Irtysh, but soon got into difficulties and was defeated by the Tartars.
Trying to swim across the river Irtysh he was drowned and his army scattered in disarray.
This was Russia's first attempt to conquer Siberia.

THE POSTAL SERVICE FROM SIBERIA
by Dr. T. T. Rutkowska

Some documents have shown that the first "yamas" (the Post Stations in Siberia) were established
between 1598-1600.
Before 1598 the trade route from Siberia was the waterway along the rivers from Tyumen down
the rivers Tura and Tobol, up the river Tavda, and again down the Yishera river via the town of Cherdyn
to the town of Solikamsk which was a trading centre in the 16th century between Siberia and Russia.
In Wintertime they travelled by sledge and in Summer:ime by boat, but in Autumn and Spring periods
(during the floods) no communication existed. This procedure was difficult, and in 1598 the first Postal
route was established, by land from Solikamsk via Yerchoture to Tyumen. The distance from Solikamsk
to Verchoture was 250 versts (one verst =0.66 miles); from Yerchoture to Tyumen 700 versts. The
first Post Station was in Tyumen; in 1599 one was opened in Verchoture and in 1600 Turinskii ostrog (a
small fortress) was built for "fast" mail. The first "fast" postal services to Solikamsk, Pelyma, Tyumen
and Tavda were organised in 1598 using labour from the sparse local population.
In 1600 the government exempted postal service men from all contributions (yasak) and supplied
them with some of the best land, thus ensuring the necessary help from the local population. Tsar Boris
Godunov ordered the Tartar's Tsar Epancha and best of his people to the town of Verchouste, and promised them the best land in return for help in erecting new towns. So Turinsk and Epanchin were built,
in the name of Siberian tartars, as the main points for postal service beyond the Kamen-the Ural.
In 1601-1608 the boyars Fedor Skryabin and Ivan Pogozii were sent for the service along the route
Tobolsk Surgut from the population of the towns, of the European part of Russia-Yologda, Velikii
Ustyug, Yarensk Sol Vychegodsk, Cherdyn, Yaroslavl, Perm, and Sol Kamsk; they recruited 100 men
for the postal service on Demyanovskii (Tobolsk canton) and Samarov (Surgutskii canton) "stans"
(districts).
Selected "gonshchiki" (postmen) were paid 5R. each plus transport for the family; 4 carts if the
postman has family of 7-8 members, 3 carts if 5-6 members, and "sam tretii" if two members, plus 2
carts for the postman for transportation of the family to the new place. In addition, each "yamshchik"
(volunteer) was supplied with three horses and all that was necessary for "gonba." All expenses were
paid by Kazanski Dvotets (to which Siberia was subservient). Organisation of Pest Stations proved
to be satisfactory for the government and for the yamshchiks. The number of Post Stations quickly
increased. For example, in 1620 on four routes-Ishim, Tyumen, Surtut and Tarsk-250 yamshchiks
with their families were living in Post Stations. But service in Siberia was very hard and not many
served from the local population, so for this reason many yamshchiks were people of rank and class,
including "streltsy" (an ancient Russian militia), cossacks and tradesmen.
In the 17th century Siberia had no industry; all metal ware had to be delivered from Western
Russia and was very expensive. Solikamsk was the main source of supply.
Before 1687 the lengths of the roads in Siberia was not measured, but in that year the government ordered that the distances on the routes be established; payment was calculated for the distance
the postman had to travel.
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In 1687 Prince D. M. Pozharski, the Postmaster General of the time, introduced a ukaz which
permitted postmen to weigh the luggage of passengers and to charge accordingly.
Delivery by the Imperial post was not fast. Until the middle of the 17th century it was normal
if correspondence from Moscow to Verchouste, about 3500 versts, took 2 months by a good summer or
winter route. From the first day of the fast Siberian service, official correspondence was delivered free;
for this, yamshchiks, received bread and money. Passengers paid for their journeys.
The distance from Moscow to Verchoture seems too long, but in the 17th century there were two
routes to Siberia; the winter and the summer routes. The winter route was long: Moscow/Pereslavl/
Zalesskii/Yaroslavl/Volgda/Schuiski yam on the river Sukhora/Totma/Velikii Ustyug, Yarensk/Pelym/
Solikamsk/Verchoture.
The summer was shorter : Moscow/Vladimir/Murom/Nizhni-Novgorod/Kozmodemyansk/Kazan/
Izhevsk/Egoroshino (now Artemovskii)/river Chusovaya-the source of the river Tura. The winter
route was better established, the Post Stations were closer together, and the importance of the route had
increased from the second part of the 16th century when in the mouth of the river Northern Dvina the
port of Archangelsk was built.
After the annexation of Siberia to Russia, the service between Solikamsk and the shore of the
White Sea became more frequent. The new route Moscow/Verchoture came into existence.
Private correspondence to Siberia was forbidden, and travellers were searched for correspondence;
this did not apply to other parts of Russia. Postmen continuously complained about frequent journeys
in such difficult conditions.
Peter I ordered the decrease of the number of journeys from Moscow to Siberia and other towns,
whether by land or by water, and each trip had to be sanctioned by a prikaz from Kazanski Palace. This
led to much confusion. In December 1696 a new seal was cut for Siberia which had to be used on all
documents sent beyond the Kamen-Ural.
By the end of the 17th century a new route was opened: Tyumen/Pyshma/Utka (Novoutkinsk)/
Kengur/Eroshino, but nobody travelled by it as there was not a single Custom House on the route and, .
without customs clearance, Siberian goods were not allowed into Russia.
In the 17th century private letters were not allowed into Siberia, and those which were sent had
to be confiscated. But the population grew, the trade increased, and many Russian caravans travelled
behind Kamen Ural to the China border, the shortest route from Europe to China.
At last Peter the Gre~t issued a ukaz about the regular Postal service beyond the Kamen, which
permitted private letters. The Siberian governor A. A. Vinius was in charge of the ukaz, which was put
into operation on 12 Nov. 1698, and moreover he introduced customs control on goods in Siberian and
Pomorskis towns. The regular postal service thus began to function.
The Service was only during summer months, three routes per season. Personal letters were
accepted without limitation; this Postal Service had the same character as the Arkhangelsk Postal Service.
The yamshchiks were supplied with postal bags with the Eagle. They had a duty to care for all
correspondence and not to lose an hour during the journey. They were not allowed to exchange the
post, to send their children as postmen, nor to hand over correspondence to unauthorised persons; all
who disobeyed this ukaz were to be punished (bitten to death). Differences between the Postal Services
in Central Russia and in Siberia were considerable.
In Siberia the Post could be carried by any yamshchik; he did not take an oath, was not responsible to deliver post in time, nor for its safe delivery. But there is no record of lost correspondence.
The "Nakaz" of 1698 made the Customs Houses responsible for the Post and the Heids of the
Custom Houses were responsible for charging the letter by weight according to regulation and for book
entries stating the amount, date and the name of persons who sent the correspondence; also for recording
the charge on the letter. All correspondence was to be tied in a bundle, sealed and sent to Moscow with
the copy of the registration data. If a letter was addressed to Pomorsks towns it was sent to Verchouste
and from there to Arkhangelsk via Sol Kamenskaya, Cherdyn, Uts-Kulom, Yarensk and Sol Vechegodsk.
The instruction also gave the "Rospis platezhnaya gramotkam"-the Postal Rates: from Moscow
to Verchouste, Tyumen and Tobolsk-6 altyn (three old Kopecks). From Moscow to Peresov, Surgut,
Tomsk, Yeniseisk, Krasnoyarsk and Mangezeya-10 altyn: from Moscow to Jlimsk, Yakutsk, Irkutsk
and Nerchinsk-13 altyn and 2 dengi (1 denga= ½Kop.) fora weight of 1 Zolotnik (2.40 drams=0.15 oz).
It was forbidden to charge twice. Thus a letter (as our present letter) of 20 grams, if sent from Moscow
to Yakutsk, would cost l R.80 Kop. At that time a horse for postal services cost 4R.
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All bundles were to be sealed with red sealing wax. There were no special seals for Siberia in
the 17th and the first half of the 18th centuries. The correspondence used to be sealed with a Town or
Customs seal. Usually it was a stamp with lettering around, e.g.: "Pechattsarstva Sibirskogo goroda
Tobolska" ("The seal of the Siberian Tsardom of the Town of Tobolsk") or "Pechat gosudarevoi zemli
Sibirskoi Surguskogo goroda tamozhennaya" ("The seal of the Tsar's Siberian land Sugurski town
Custom house.").

~
ODESSA: 1804
by I. G. L. Baillie

These short notes relate to a single entire from Odessa to Amsterdam.

The letter is dated 16/28

(11iz. Old Style Julian/New Style Gregorian) August 1804 and is the earliest surviving item of mail, known
to the author, from the new town of Odessa. It was taken by the forwarding agent Hausner & Violland

to the town of Brody just across the frontier into Austrian Galicia where it was dated 2 Sept. 1804, marked
'Brody' on the front in manuscript and posted into the Austrian mail system (it is the second recorded
item to have been taken from Russia by a forwarding agent and the earliest item of mail, known to the
author, to have travelled West from Russia into Austria rather than into Germany). The manuscript
'D' on front, top left, denotes transit at, I believe, Dusseldorf; the red crayon '346' over the address is
believed to be Dutch, and the manuscript '10' above the address presumably defines the total (or a partial) charge. Thus it is an item of postal history of some importance (see p. 1 of central illustrations).
However, the reason for recording this entire on these pages comes not from the exterior, but
from the contents of the letter. The writer, E. H. Pauw, had just gone to Russia via St. Petersburg, and
had arrived in Odessa to set up business as a merchant-this is the second letter to his sister's husband
back home in Amsterdam (does anyone know of the first letter?). Most of the letter deals with money
matters, although there is a passing reference to the advantage of being able to speak Italian (which he is
already learning), but the final paragraph (translated for me by a philatelic friend Leo Aalders) gives
an interesting picture of Odessa in 1804:
"But now I have to tell you something about Odessa. Here everything is starting but there are
some shortages which are daily getting better. The main faults are that everything which one buys must
be paid for in cash. They are trying to change that with the bank that is established here; the Emperor
helped the bank with two million. The arriving ships have to be 30 days in quarantine before they dare
And the customs charges for the goods that come in are so high that
to bring their goods onto land.
they can hardly pay them, though they are already a quarter less than in all the other ports and the merchants want to halve them. Everything here is favoured by the Emperor. German 'colonists' and
labourers are coming here daily. The former are settled into rural villages and the latter have come to
the city where they are extremely highly paid-yes, even 2 guilders a day. They also expect 200 Italian
labourers and artisans. Everything is being concentrated here and, if this continues, Odessa will become
one of the biggest cities in a short time."
I have a few later items of this correspondence; if any reader can supply me with copies of any
further. examples (the text as well as the exterior) I would be extremely grateful as it would be of interest
to know more of this Dutchman who traded for many years in Odessa.

~
THE RUSSIAN "PORTO" MARKS
by I. G. L. Baillie
(Note: based on the Stibbe Rose Bowl 1980 winning entry)

Initially, all Russian mail abroad that was NOT prepaid was unmarked; later, the word 'PORTO'
often appears in various ways (my earliest example is 1844 Odessa). 'PORTO' certainly implies nonpayment of FOREIGN charges; view 'A' says the RUSSIAN charges to the frontier WERE prepaid, but
view 'B' says NO charges were prepaid.
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Which view is to be accepted?
'Postal charge due' is 'DOPLATIT' in Russian, and appears on the 1923/26 postage due labels.
Russia is one of several countries to use this word in this way, but some other countries use 'PORTO'
on such labels. The words thus appear interchangeable. This discourages the 'PORTO'=Latin 'TO
CARRY' equation, but otherwise does not help.
Analysis of 179 Russian stampless entires to the West is more helpful. Grouping by charge marks
gives the following breakdown into 'Groups':
via

payment

Austria

Franco

Germany

No. of charges all charges
missing
in decimes

No.of
entires

Group

9

Porto

43

2

Franco

52

3

5

4

yes

22

5

no

3

6

45

7

Porto

None

more

The following 'Groups' may be disregarded:! & 2: Austria charges by 'Rayon' not decime or direct currency; mostly to Italy (where local charges
not indicated anyway).
1 & 3: 'Franco' items (1/3 of total) seldom show total charges, and anyway few national charges.
6
to UK-UK charges not shown; totals in Sterling, not decimes.
7
insufficient data for this analysis.
'Groups' 4 & 5 remain
'Group 4': all decime units and to France:
Despatch
7. 7.1852
7. 1.1855
23. 9.1855
28.11.1856
12. 3.1859

Russia
6 & 2L
3
3
3
3

Germany
6
3
3
3
3

France
16
4
8
5
5

Total
38 corrected
to 58
7
14
11
11

'View'
Neither (note 1)
A
B (note)2
B
B

Note 1: could be View 'A' if '38' was correct and was for double rate on French local charge only.
Note 2: could be View 'A' if French double rate imposed on German charge.
Thus View 'B' fits from 1856, or perhaps from mid-1855.
'Group' 5: also decime units and to France by embodying a French practice of applying the FRENCH
number of rates to the TOTAL charges (irrespective of earlier decisions), all items after early
1857 fit View 'B'; 1853 items are (like No. 3 above) capable of contrary interpretations;
1852 items are perhaps nearer View 'A.'

Conclusion:
For 1852/55 we have maybe View 'A' or a period of development/change. For 1856/66 only
View 'B' fits the evidence.
From about 1869 'PORTO' markings become less frequent-the last example in this sample wes
Berdyansk 1873. Prebagging, then the UPU system, ended this interesting period of Russian philately.
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S'T. PETERSBUA0-"P0STMARK OF 1757"
Data from Peter T. Ashford and Dr. A. H. Wortman, F.R.P.S.,L.

In BJRP 57 we illustrated a fascinating cover from St. Petersburg, and published Mr. H. von
Hofmann's article on this cover together with a footnote expressing some surprise that 1857 might really
be the correct date.
Dr. Wortman has offered an alternative interpretation, which is that the manuscript above the
St. Petersburg handstamp is not "7 Decber 57'' but "f Baden 57'' (ie "franco Baden 57'') viz. a Baden
charge mark and not a date-he also observes that this was just where such charge marks were often
applied, and that the rate would seem to be about that expected.
Mr. Ashford has also commented that in his opinion the characteristics of the St. Petersburg
handstamp makes it unlikely that it is earlier than "much later in the 18th century." He then draws
attention to the fact that Tsar Alexander I married Princess Maria Louisa of Baden in 1793-whilst
this of course would not exclude in any way there being earlier correspondence between members of the
ruling houses of Russia and Baden, it does indicate when most of that correspondence might have arisen.
Our thanks to all three contributors.

STAMPED ENVELOPES OF THE ZEMSTVO POST OF THE FATEZH
DISTRICT ( UEZD)
by D. Kuznetsov
(We are grateful to Dr T. T. Rutkowska for the following translation of this important article
which first appeared in "Filateliya SSSR" No. 9, 1978.-Ed.).
Fatezh District ("uezd") was one of the Kursk Province Districts.
The Board Meeting of Fatezh Zemstvo (see fig. 1 on p. 2 of central illustrations) held on 8 Oct.
1868, confirmed that for private correspondence, only franked envelopes would be used. A charge
of 3 kopeks would be made for the postage of private letters "from District to the town for the transfer
to the State Post or from the State Post to District Post," and for letters inside the District-5 kopeks.
To make it easier for private correspondence, two types of envelope were to be used: the letters inside
the District envelopes were to have red franking marks, and the letters directed to the State Post and
delivered to the receiver by the State Post were to have blue franking marks (Fig. 2).
Letters in the envelopes with blue marks have to be opened at the Zemstvo Board Office, then
sealed and franked with the Board mark or have an adhesive State stamp (Imperial issue) and then they
would be accepted by the State Mail. The letters sent to the town from a District had to have a 5 kop.
adhesive stamp only, and no stamped envelopes were necessary. The envelopes with the Board marks
were not used for the Mail from the State Post to the District; the recipient of a letter had to pay 3 kopeks
on delivery.
The Zemstvo Mail delivered letters in the envelopes with the Board mark in red for the District
to town, and from one village or settlement to another. The letters in envelopes with the blue Board
marks were mailed to the State Post. The envelopes with the blue mark caused administrative difficulties
and they were soon withdrawn.
Zemstvo Mail was sent twice a week from the town to the District along the Ponyrovski and Zdobinski highway, under special escort.
The envelopes with the Zemstvo marks were sold at the Zemstvo Board Office and at the Volost
Office (a district including several villages) costing 6 kopeks for red envelopes and 4 kopeks for blue.
The Zemstvo Board sent the envelope to the Volost Office for cash or credit vouchers.
In 1869 the Board of Zemstvo stated at the Meeting that the receipt of the Mail at the Board Office
had started on 4 Feb. 1869. From 5 Feb. 1869 the Mail was routed by the Ponyrovski highway, and by
the Zdobinski from 8 Feb. 1869. At the same time it was stated, that 290 blue marked and 269 red
marked envelopes were printed.
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Two rubber handstamps and two endorsing dye pads were made for use. The oval rubber handstamp incorporated double oval printed mark with the text in Cyrillic capital letters: "ZEMCKAYA
POCHTA FATEZHSKAGO UEZD (A)."-the Zemstvo Post of Fatezh District. In the centre of
the upper half there was the Kursk Coat of Arms (three flying partridges) and in the lower half the ruffie
and harrow, which symbolised that the "population of the District were warriors who devoted their free
time to agriculture."
From the enclosed table one can judge, that from 1872, the Volost Offices did not order Board
marked envelopes. This suggests that the population from 1872 stopped using the Zemstvo Mail and
sent their correspondence by other means:
In 1876 a new set of envelopes was issued by the Zemstvo Board; why? Let's see the reports of
the time. Philatelists read about the Fatezh District envelopes in 1871 in the journal "The Stamp Collector Magazine" No. 5. In Sept. 1873 ii. was stated in the journal "Le Timbre Poste" that such envelopes are in the collection of the Postal Museum of St. Peters burg (now called the A. S. Popov Museum in
Leningrad). A full description of the envelopes was given and their nominal values were: the blue
marked envelopes "4 kop. for letters directed to the State Post," and "6 kop. on red envelopes "for the
letters mailed inside the District ("UEZD")"
From Dec. 1873, monographs by K. Schmidt and A. Faberge were regularly published in the
journal "Die Postwertzeichen der Russischen Landschaftsammler," St. Petersburg 1908-1916. Later,
in the K. Schmidt catalogue under the title: "The Maximum envelopes issued by the Zemstvo Boards in
Russia," 47 varieties of these envelopes of different size, shape of flaps, !ype of paper, position of the
mark and its colour, were well described. K. Schmidt refers to 5 envelopes in 1871, three with blue
mark, and two with red mark, struck on left or right side of the flap, "the flap sharp with straight edges."
All the envelopes mentioned in the Catalogue are in the Museum in Leningrad, and are the samples
which, in that time, were sent to the Postal Department of the Main Post Office by the Zemstvo Post.
According to K. Schmidt the envelopes of 1873-1881 had "the flap with rounded end" and the
handmark was struck "on the front of the cover in the right upper corner." In the Catalogue all types
of envelopes were dated 1871, 1873, 1876, 1878, 1880 and 1881, and the handmarks were in the upper
flap: in 1881, 1882, 1883, 1885, 1886, 1890, 1893 and 1900, the marks were struck on the face of the cover.
But even K. Schmidt stated that the exact dates of issue of the envelopes are difficult to determine. The
above stated dates are the dates when the envelopes were received from the Zemstvo Board Office. The
analysis of the Catalogue and the Zemstvo's documenfs about the use of the envelopes had shown that
the realisation of envelopes which were not used by the population, started by the Zemstvo Board at the
end of 1872 and the beginning 1873. In 1876 the new envelope "NOVODELYI" (newly made) were
issued by the Zemstvo and were used by businessmen and collectors.
The Zemstvo Board mark on the face of the envelope which was struck from 1881 is an interesting
example, characterised by certain features which have no connection whatsoever with the Post Office.
In 1872 the population of the District stopped using the Postal service for their Mail, tut the 3
kopeks charge was paid by the recipient for every Jetter received from the State Post and delivered by
the Zemstvo Post. The peasants refused to accept the letters addressed to them and asked to have a
Jetter without the charge. Zdobinski Volost Older explained to the Board that "accepting the Board
Account he pays a certain sum (of 3 kop charge) but the bigger part of this money was his own," from
"Journals of Fatezh uezd .. Meeting 1876" Kursk, 1877. The rest of the Volosts were largely in debt;
as recorded by the Zemstvo meeting in 1876" to recover the debt is not possible" and asked to cancel it.
By the decision of the Meeting held on 28 Sept. 1876 the debt was cancelled, and the 3 kop. charge was
cancelled as from 1 Nov. 1876. The only charge since then was collected for postage of district newspapers and journals, also the 5 kop. charge collected from senders for the letters from the town to
the District.
On 11 Oct. 1896 the Zemstvo Meeting "taking into consideration the nullity of the collected
charge, and also the wish of the Zemstvo to promote the development and the convenience of the private
correspondence" had decided to introduce a free charge on all private correspondence," from "the Journal
of Fatezh District. ... Meetings 1896," Kursk, 1897.
The "cancelled stamps" sold by the Zemstvo Board in 1876-1878 and the hand stamped envelopes still remain a mystery. The existence of such "cancelled stamps" has not been mentioned so far in
the philatelic literature, and it is not impossible that such stamps struck on seaprate pages would also
find buyers.
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Note: Volost: several village societies united under one administration.
Volost Offices: Volostnoi schod (assembly) consists of volost and village(s), smallholders, servicemenone representative for each ten dvors (10 homesteads). They decide all problerr.s of the Volost.
Consumption of marked envelopes
(According to Annual Reports of the Board of Zemstvo Meetings).

For the period

1.02.69-1.09.69
1.09.69-1.09.70
1.09.70-1.01.71
1.01.71-1.01.72
1.01.72-1.08.72
1.08.72-1.07.73
1.07.73-1.08.74
1.08.74-1.01.75
1.01.75-1.07.75
1.07.75-1.01.76
1.01.76-1.07.76
Received by the
1.07.76-1.07.77
1.07.77-1.07.78
1.07.78-1.07.79
1.07.79-1.07.80
1.07.80-1.07.81

Sold by Board
Board
Blue
116
26
1
3
5

Red
105
37
2
9
4
4

10
19
36

41

Sent on credit
to Volost
Blue
81
10

Red

10

10

95

Remained
in Board
office
Blue
Red
93
69
57
32
56
30
46
11
42
6
35
none
25
none
19
none
none
none
none
none
Not stated

Note

"sample" one of each
"sample" two of each
"Sample" six env.
"Novodely" for businessmen

Board:
"for stamped envelopes and marked stamps" 9R.40 Kop.
"for marked envelopes and stamps." 7R. 60 Kop.
Revenue from envelopes not stated.
"for marked envelopes, sold to Erbe and Kerber" lOR.
"for marked envelopes, sold to Erbe and Heshe" SR. 19 Kop.

Note: For the following years the Revenue from sale of stamped envelopes was in sum from 64 Kop. to
5R. 60 Kop. per year, but from 1894 not stated in the Board reports.

EARLY ISSUES OF TVER
by Th. Lavroff

(We are grateful for permission to reproduce this classic article by one of the greatest students of Russian
philately. It was originally published in the August-September and October-November 1951 issue of
"The Stamp Lover."-Ed.).
INTRODUCTION
As already pointed out in a recently published article it can never be sufficiently emphasised how
much collectors and students miss when failing to acquaint themselves with the rudiments of the graphic
arts as applied to the production of postage stamps. This is even more important where less orthodox
philatelic material, such as the Russian Zemstvo issues, is concerned, since such stamps were frequently
produced by small local artisans. The latter were often forced to improvise to the best of their ability,
owing to lack of adequate equipment. In such cases some basic knowledge of the various printing
methods can alone provide the research worker with the means of reconstructing the probable lines on
which certain issues were produced. This, in turn, frequently reveals peculiar features hitherto overlooked or unaccounted for. During the whole period of Zemstvo collecting nobody ever managed to
combine philatelic research with the study of those printing methods which were contemporary with
the relative issues. Hence even to-day many of the early issues remain in the same nebulous state as
when they were first noticed eighty years ago.
Page 10
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As an example of this state of affairs let us take the early circular shaped issues of TYER, which
form the subject of our present study. There is not much we can gather from catalogue descriptions,
whereas even a superficial inspection of the material itself is sufficient to convey to the better trained
mind information nowhere recorded and therefore totally unknown to the less inquisitive enthusiast.
The chronological order of printing of the early issues of Tver, as listed by Schmidt (Nos. 1-9)
and Chuchin (Nos. 1-5) differs greatly from that of the earlier catalogues, the compilers of which simply
copied information already previously published, taking their cue from Moens' catalogue (No. 13000/17)
and from his periodical L Timbre-Poste (No. 101, May 1871; No. 145, Jan. 1875; No. 242. Feb. 1883,
and No. 254. Feb. 1884). Schmidt and Chuchin, however, adhered to the division adopted by the St.
Petersburg Section (founded December 1883) of the International Philatelic Society, Dresden. But at
that time, as indeed to-day, Zemstvo collectors and students were not able to develop any theories to
guide their researches, nor could they substantiate their suggestions, which, in the main, were merely
attempts to skip over treacherous ground and so to have done with it.
It would not be advisable to leave the divergent catalogue descriptions unchallenged for further
decades, or, perhaps, ad infinitum, once there is a possibility of solving many queries by means of inductive
reasoning founded solely on positive and observable facts. The actual specimens provide most instructive material of great interest and, in this case, of outstanding curiosity too.
To plunge straight into the thick of the matter let us state at once that during all these long years
every one of the known catalogues always repeated the same fundamental mistake. They all failed to
discern one of the specimens which, not being a separate issue, was actually the earliest essay ever submitted by the printers to the UPRAVA (Board of the District Zemstvo). It is technically the most
accomplished specimen of the whole bunch, listed by Schmidt as No. 8-9 (1875), by Chuchin as No. 6-7
(1875), namely as being the very last of a series of circular shaped issues instead of being identified as
the earliest attempted essay, which merited the full approval of the Uprava. Lithographed in two colours
and representing a design of neat and attractive appearance, it could have been adopted forthwith for
postal needs. At the same time, however, doubts might have been raised as to the risk of possible misuse, prompting the Uprava to retain some kind of control, instead of leaving the process of production
entirely to the discretion of the printers.
It appears that in consequence of what we have mentioned above the printers were ordered to
deliver only part-printed sheets showing merely the red portion of the design, which represents a solid
double circle with colourless lettering, surrounded by a single line, leaving a blank space in the centre.
After delivery such part-printed sheets were then to be rendered valid, obviously at the Uprava itself,
by insertion of a handstamped impression specially prepared for this purpose and indicating the denomination "2K." By this means the Uprava retained the power to validate any quantities of sheets at any
time when needed and the keeper of the handstamp, an employee, or, perhaps, a member of the Uprava,
was certainly the person who could have been trusted and held responsible for correct accountancy. The
first brass-handstamp ordered by the Uprava was intended to yield impressions almost identical with
the central part of the approved lithographed essay, namely a large colourless "2K." on blue background.
Such a handstamp had to be of a kind similar to those usually employed to produce impressions on
sealing wax, namely having the design sunk into the surface of the handstamp. Such seals, however,
are hardly suitable for the production of decent impressions in ink on paper, as they would require some
special mechanical device to obtain the rather considerable and evenly spread pressure needed for this
purpose. We know that such a handstamp was duly prepared and therefore we are justified in assuming
that. trials of such handstamped specimens must also have been produced, even if only to demonstrate
the impracticability of this method. But so far no copies are known to have been preserved, and it may
be that they were all destroyed, as the result could have been nothing but a lamentable failure.
Another handstamp was prepared, and this time of the right order, engraved "en epargne," namely
only the design "2k." in a circle was left in relief, while the remaining parts were cut away. This new
handstamp was much easier to handle, as the figure, standing out, in relief, required only slight pressure
to leave its distinct impression on the paper.
All catalogues enumerate shades of the ink of the handstamp, varying between black and blue.
Certainly shades do exist but there are also numerous intermediate ones rendering it impossible to keep
strictly to such a division. The shades are of accidental origin due to the tricks of the inking pad, which
previously could have been saturated with ink of some other kind. It will be understood that the wide
range of undefinable shades produced by an ever changing mixture of various inks, cannot be squeezed
into a strict number of definite colours as suggested by catalogues. On page 92 of Koprowski's catalogue, published in 1875, we find an interesting remark, which, translated, reads as follows:
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"It is not known whether the handstamp in black was of an accidental nature or if the black
stamps were meant to differ from the blue ones. In reply to our inquiry the administration
of the Zemstvo Post explained that no change of colour ever took place."
We may, therefore, presume that no attention was ever paid to this casual feature, which consequently appears to have had no significance at all.
It will be noticed that frame and handstamp are practically always fairly well registered and that
any shifting of the handstamped centre will be likewise repeated io all impressions of the same sheet or
block. This proves that a stencil was used when applying the handstamp, but no attention was ever
paid as to the correct position of the figure "2" in relation to the top of the frame, indicated by a scroll,
and the former may appear turned in every possible direction of the compass.
In the Leningrad Post-Museum, we learn, there is a sketch in water colours, superscribed "issue
1869," which, however, differs in detail from the regular issue, listed by Schmidt a£ No. 6-7, by Chuchin
as No. 3.
In 1871, when the stock of 1869 became exhausted, a second issue of the red frame was launched
similar to the previous one but printed from a new plate. The design was slightly modified to evade
overlapping of the two circles in the centre, the lettering was reduced in size, and the broader scroll at the
top shows a break.
The same handstamp as before was used. Another hand-drawn sketch in the St. Petersburg
Post-Museum, superscribed "issue 1871," differs again in detail from the second regular issue listed by
Schmidt as No. 3-5, by Chuchin as No. 2.
We have brought together sufficient material to make a thorough study of this issue and therefore we are able to correct and complete Schmidt's data. Apart from pairs and singles we have also
had some large blocks of 3 x 4 and one block of 2 x 5. The latter was of exceptional interest, proving
that sheets were printed in five horizontal rows. The blocks of 3 x 4 revealed two different settings,
thus confirming that they were only parts of severed blocks of larger size. After plating of our single
copies, we are satisfied that the sheets were produced from a plate of 6 x 5 single transfers yielding thirty
transfer varieties. We had no connected pairs to identify the one missing transfer-variety of block "Y"
and no pairs which could prove the correct position to each other of the two blocks "Y" and "Z."

2

3

I*

2*

3*

l*

2*

-----4

5

6

4*

5*

6*

4*

5*

7

8

9

7*

8*

9*

7*

8*

10

11

12

10*

11*

12*

10*

11*

13

14

13*

14*

15*

13*

14*

Block Y
3 by 4
plus pair

Block Z
3 by 4
plus single
plus pair

Block Z
2 by 5

It appears that the large sheets of 6 x 5 were cut into smaller blocks either for convenience of
posting or to fit the size of the treasure chest. Unfortunately it was mostly, or even, perhaps, always
the bottom row which had been cut off before dividing the remaining block (6 x 4) into two halves of 3 x 4
each. Owing to close trimming, no heli:;ful margins were saved.

Schmidt regards the blocks of 3 x 4 (not 4 x 3 as wrongly mentioned by him) to be complete sheets,
which is not correct as proved by plating. Every single copy can be easily plated; the copy of block
"Y," still missing, will no doubt also be identified in time. To supply a reliable description of all thirty
transfer-varieties it would be necessary to furnish in addition a true photograph, as the identification
marks cannot be properly reproduced by means of a process block.
Page 1:7.
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INTERCHAPTER
We would have preferred not to deviate from the line of our present investigation, taking care
not to distract the collector's attention at a time when he has to concentrate his faculties on a matter
not only novel to him but also never practised before. There will be ample opportunity on other occasions to underline certain incidents which played so prominent a role in the early days of the (may we
say) "storm and stress period" of Zmestvo collecting, but one peculiar event must not be overlooked,
as it will contribute a good deal to a better understanding of the matter in hand.
We refer to the standing offer made in the early 80's of last century by J. B. Moens of Brussels,
who was prepared, for every new item submitted to and accepted by him, if nowhere then listed, to award
a recompense in stamps selected from his catalogue to a fixed substantial amount. A most stimulating
incitement, and collectors were only too eager to avail themselves of this tempting opportunity. Demand
creates supply, and many an item came to light which otherwise would probably never have
been unearthed. Anything resembling a stamp, such as official seals, was thought worth offering to
Moens in case it proved acceptable as a novelty fit to qualify for exchange. The search was extended
to all places where samples could have been found, such as the printers, the various Zemstvo offices,
Tribunals, the Justices of the Peace, etc., etc. Although this led to many useful discoveries, it led also
to a great deal of voluntary and involuntary abuse. We have thought it advisable to stress this point
before dealing with the next and last item of our present investigation, a typical example and product
of the "storm and stress period".
Collectors who have been able to follow our line of approach so far may be puzzled by an abnormality which was first brought to notice in the February 1883 issue of Le Timbre Poste and since
that date been erroneously cited by all catalogue-compilers of both schools (Moens and the St. Petersburg Section) as being the first regular and scarce issue of Tver, while certificates of recent origin, testifying to the quasi-genuiness of this fraud, added their share to the general confusion. The scanty knowledge of old timers was not equal to the occasion and the authenticity of this fraud was never questioned.
It is a combination embodying features pertaining to two quite separate periods of 1869 and 1871, posthumously created as late as 1883, i.e. about thirteen or fifteen years after the two-frame varieties had
already become history, but still in time to qualify for the benefits of Moens' offer.
To produce this fake, which, no doubt, was intended to deputise for the first rejected handstamped
trial (colourless figure on solid background), two essentials were needed: the original handstamp and
some sheets or blocks of the red frame of 1869. As both were in the keeping of the Uprava, it is clear
that the collaboration of one of its members or employees had to be solicited. The handstamp was
duly secured, but none of the sheets of the original frame of 1869 with the larger inscription. The latter,
as we know, had already been completely used up in 1871, when the new issue with the smaller lettering
became necessary. Only such blocks or sheets of 1871 were still available and were duly employed,
either owing to the faker's ignorance or in the hope that this machination would never be noticed or
discovered. All that still remained to be done by the forger was to secure Moen's sanction by offering
him some of these freshly created rarities (which were duly introduced to collectors in the February 1883
issue of Le Timbre Poste), then to qualify for the benefits of an exchange and to consolidate his profits
by selling a number of single copies to collectors at an adequate valuation-a lucrative "coup de maitre"
taking full advantage of the helplessness of collectors, owing to their ignorance of even the most essential
elements of printing. Hence the collector's and the would-be expert's blind credulity, often approaching
sheer stupidity.
All copies so far seen by us were cancelled in ink. The penstrokes, however, extending as they do
over adjacent copies (horizontally, vertically or crosswise), although divided into single specimens, provide an additional means for the correct re-assembly of severed pairs, rows or blocks. Obviously the
forger became aware of this treacherous feature, as we find also a number of copies showing only a short
ink-dash confined to the centre of the stamp, but the uniform manner in which this was done again gives
the game away. All these attempts to hide the fact of bulk-cancellation prove, however, to be futile, as
we are able to plate each single copy on the basis of our reconstructed photograph of the thirty transfervarieties. Such a photograph of a sheet of the second regular issue (smaller lettering) would be of permanent help to every collector for plating not only his own copies but also those photo-prints which he
may obtain from other collections. Repeated numbers of identical transfer-varieties could in time determine the exact number of faked sheets.
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Let us now summarise our findings and conclusions so far established regarding the specimens
examined. All catalogues list every one of them wrongly as separate regular issues. The actual chronological order, however, which we have followed, proves that we had to deal with disorderly mixed specimens, which, apart from two regular issues (both showing the same handstamp engraved en epargne)
included also a lithographed essay in two colours, a trial print (samples missing) and a fake of a much
later vintage. For the sake of convenience and further reference we indicate (below.-Ed.) the five consecutive printings or "periods" of the circular shaped specimens by Roman figures under headlines defining their proper origin, each separate item retaining simultaneously Schmidt's and Chuchin's catalogue
number.

Our Definition

Schmidt's
Data

Chuchin's
Data
Remarks

Period Year

Description

Year Cat No. Year

11

1869

Easy Frame
Approved

1875

II'

,,

IIJI

,,

8-9

1875

Cat No.

5

Rejected
Handstamp.
Trial Print

Wrongly listed as being the last
Regular Issue
No specimens yet known (see
remark to Period V)

First Regular
1872
Issue

6-7

1872

3
} Tho only two Rogula, Issues

IV 2

1871

y2

1883

2

Second Regular
Issue
1871

3-5

1871

1869

1-2

1869

Fake

2
Intended to deputise as a
produce of Period II.

Larger lettering.
Smaller lettering.

It is of interest to compare the actual sequence of the different periods, as set out hereafter (I - III The handstamped trial (period II)
we are omitting. Although there cannot be any doubt that such trials were produced for reasons already
mentioned, no specimens have so far come to light. It is, however, not excluded that such copies may
still turn up, when they will find their rightful place reserved in our schedules. Such specimens would
be similar to those of the fake (period V) except for the red frame with larger lettering as used during
periods I to III. (See schedule opposite.-Ed.).
IV - V), with the irregular succession maintained by all catalogues.
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Catalogues
Compiler

I

Published

Koprowski

1875

III.

Luebkert

1882

III.

Moens 1

1893

V.

I.

III.

IV.

Herrick'

1896

V.

I.

III.

IV.

1897

V.

I.

III.

IV.

Chuchin 2

1925

V.

IV.

III.

I.

Schmidt 2

1932

V.

IV.

III.

I.

Correct Order

1950

I.

III.

IV.

V.

Stanley Gibbons'

2

Mixed up Chronological
Order of Periods

Moens' Group.
St. Petersburg section.

From this schedule we may glean a few more points of interest:
KOPROWSKI (1875) and LUEBKERT (1882) knew only the first regular issue (period III) with
larger lettering.
MOENS (1893) was the first to introduce three new items, previously listed in the February 1883
and 1884 issues of Le Timbre Poste.
HERRICK (1896) and STANLEY GIBBONS (1897) followed suit.
CHUCHIN (1925) and SCHMIDT (1932), as already pointed out, adhered to the St. Petersburg
division.
This Schedule shows the five consecutive periods of printing placed in strict order of their actual sequence.
Schmidt's and Chuchin's Nos. are added for convenience sake.
The chronological order maintained by the three catalogues of the Moens group can easily be
adjusted by transferring period V to the last place.
The listing adopted by the St. Petersburg Section and hence adhered to by Chuchin and Schmidt
is a most curious one running in strictly opposite order when compared with the actual one
as re-established by our present study. Both catalogues start with the fake of 1883 and end
with the essay of 1869.
To complete our investigation it would be of great help to locate a sufficiently large block of the
issue with the larger lettering, on the basis of which it would be possible to check, and, perhaps, even
to confirm Schmidt's assumption as to the correctness of the lay-out of sheets and the periodicity of
transfer-blocks of 2 x 2 applied to build up the stone used during the periods I to III.
Further we have to draw the collector's attention to a quasi additional issue listed by Chuchin
as No. 4 (1875) and marked RR. said to differ from his No. 2 solely in respect of the "lilac-red" shade
of the frame. We never came across such a colour-variety and are, therefore, no1 able 10 form any definite
opinion, but we feel greatly tempted to regard this listing as a mere clerical error, which chanced to creep
into the Moscow catalogue. There is no room in our schedule for any additional issue which certainly
.would seem redundant. Schmidt does not mention such an item and we have to remember that Schmidt
as well as the compilers of Chucin's catalogue derived their information (respecting the Tver issues) from
the same cource, i.e., the above-mentioned St. Petersburg Section.
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As already mentioned in a previous article (concerning Yelizavetgrad-see BJRP 49.-Ed.) we
repeat that it is not our intention to suggest the elimination from catalogues of all those essays, proofs
and fakes, which through sheer ignorance were so readily but incorrectly promoted to the status of regular
issues. They are of the greatest philatelic significance as in many instances they provide undisputable
proof and means to re-establish the true nature of their origin. And this is the task we have set before
us with a view to enabling every collector to judge by himself and form his own opinion as to the merits
of many of the outstanding but hardly ever studied items of his collection.
CHECK LIST
(See p.3 of central illustrations).
ORIGINAL DESIGNS OF FRAME WITH LARGER LETTERING
1869. I. ESSAY
Lithographed in two colours. Red circular frame with colourless inscription "TVERSKAYA
ZEMSKAYA POCHTA." At the top a scroll indicating beginning and ending of the legend. The
centre shows the colourless value "2K." on solid blue background. Schmidt mentions a known block
of 5 x 7 and considers the size of a sheet as probably 6 x 8, formed by twelve transfer-blocks of 2 x 2 each.
Shape and position of the large numeral enabled him to distinguish four transfer-types. Paper of two
kinds of texture. Everywhere erroneously listed as a regular issue. We have had only single copies.
S. 8 Ch. Sa (1875) 2 kop. on cloudy paper (Moens "damasse").
S. 9 Ch. 5 (1875) 2 kop. on wove paper.
1869. II. HANDSTAMPED TRIAL
As before but centre struck by a brass handstamp. Large colourless numeral on solid blue background. No copies known to have been preserved, hence nowhere listed.
1869. IIJ. First Regular Issue
As before, but new handstamp engraved "en epargne." Largest block known to Schmidt 5 x 2.
We have had single copies only.
S. 6 and 7, Ch. 3 (1872) 2 kop. Handstamp in various shades of the inking pad.
N.B.-The same part-printed sheets in red with the larger lettering were applied for the essay
(S. 8-9, Ch. 5), the handstamped trial (copies so far unknown) and the first regular issues (S. 6-7, Ch. 3),
hence the layout of sheets will necessarily be identical in all three cases.
(A)

(B) MODIFIED FRAME WITH SMALLER LETTERING

1871. IV. Second Regular Issue
Largest blocks so far seen by us 2 x 5 and 3 x 4 (two different settings). Reconstructed sheet
6 x 5, comprising thirty transfer varieties, allowing plating. Same handstamp as before.
S. 3 to 5, Ch. 2 (1871) Handstamp in shades of the inking pad.
1883. V. FAKE
A deformity, being a hybrid produced by means of the rejected handstamp with solid background
of 1859 and the modified frame of 1871. Obvicusly created in 1883 when first mentioned in the February
issue of Le Timbre Poste and intended to deputise for the rejected and so far missing trial print of 1869.
S. 1 and 2, Ch. 1, 2 kop. Wrongly listed in all catalogues as being the earliest regular issue.

"FROM SIBERIA IN 1875"

by Dr. A. H. Wortman, F.R.P.S.L.
Four cards, written in 1875 by a Lancashire lad journeying into Siberia, are of some interest philatelically. They must be among the earliest postcards sent abroad from Russia and they also give details
about his journey and some aspects of life there. This was of course, before the days of the Great
Siberian Railway, to give it its Russian name. It was never called the Trans-Siberian there.
They are all 5k INOGORODNOE green postcards and it will be remembered that they bear the
printed remark about being despatched to all postal places within the Empire. It was not until the
following year, 1876, that the words "and abroad" were added and the postage lowered to 4k.
Page 16
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The first card has the written heading "Perm Sept. 3rd 75" and the cancellation is the single circle
ith arabesque of PERM 23 AVG. 1875 (= 4 Sept.). He says:

"I have received your two letters (the two together) here yesterday. To-day I hope to go
on my way to Ekaterinburg. Fine weather and all well. They say here that this card wont
go."
So he had doubts about the validity of the card for use to destinations abroad. We know that it did
go however, because there is the single circle LONDON.N PAID SP 14 75 arrival mark in red. There
is also the MOSCOW V EKSPED. transit mark of 29 Aug. 1875 which makes the transit time four days
from Moscow to London N. the usual time for those days, so there was no delay.
The cards were accepted for transmission abroad because the General Postal Union (its title was
changed to the Universal Postal Union in 1878) which had met in October the previous year, decreed that
postage on all m1il betw~n member countri~s, and Rmsi1 was a memb~r, should be prepaid at a uniform
rate of 25 centimes per 15 grammes and postcards 10 centimes. This was to take effect from 1 July 1875.
Since 5k were equal to 10c the 5k cards were valid for transmission abroad.
The second card is headed "Ekaterinburg Sept. 13th 75" and he says:

"Dear Mother
Three letters just received-two directed here and the (other) forwarded from the
Consulate. Two days ago I posted one to you telling how I came here three days in a
tarantass with an actress-Mrs. Cattley is a great blue stocking-all European languages,
Arabic, Geology &c &c, so is Mr. Cattley. The first family I met here was Yates from
Bolton, knows I. M. Whitehead, went to school at Littlewoods, Rochdale &c. The second
man came from New Hay 2 years ago, knows Tunshill and everybody. He is a real Lancashire clod. We are a Lancashire colony .. To-night I start to see Nijni Tagil Iron works
&c for 4 or 5 days. Leave Tiumen on 25th. Fine country. Good towns ... . .... I am
with a young Russian mining engineer ..... . . . Shall meet an Englishman in Tomsk which
I reach about Oct 5th. Take care of the letter where Moir gave me permission to go
this way."
The cancellation on this card is the single ring arabesque EKATERINBURG 2 SEN. 1875 and
there are Moscow Centr. Otdiel. 1875 II Sen., Moscow III (Town Post) Utro II Sen. 1875 and Moscow V
Eksped. 12 Sen. 1875 transit marks. The London arrival mark is 28 September.
The third card is the first from within Siberia. Jt is from TOMSK 25 SEN. 1875 but did not
reach Moscow until 20 October. The delay cannot be due to weather conditions as he says it is fine and
warm during the day. It would seem that posting or mail transit in Siberia was subject to delay.
His message reads :
Tomsk Oct. 7th Thursday
"My dear Mother-Yesterday I posted a letter to you & i;aid that in the evening I should
start for Irkutsk which will be a seven or eight days' ride,this time 1500 versts (I verst =
2/3 mile) I go with Baron Stackelberg and General Smirnoff & wife. Each of us has a
"tarantass." Mine is but a poor one, I gave for it 90 Roubles which I am now told is
three times its value. We have now fine warm weather in the day and frost at night-but
by no means as severe as it was up in the Ourals. I was very anxious to have had my letters
but they say they haven't come. We are now I think out of the plains & in an undulating
country. This I am writing with my "ink pen." When I shall get to Japan God knows.
It seems to be getting further away instead of nearer. But I am well and tolerably enjoying
myself. Forward all to Japan. With love to you both. Your son Jack."
There is no doubt about the delay to mail in Siberia as he did not get his mail that was presumably to
be forwarded to him.
The fourth postcard is perhaps the most interesting of all because of the glimpse he gives us of
travel in Siberia a hundred years ago. The cancellation is the single circle arabesque KRASNOY ARSK
29 SEN. 1875, the Moscow transit is the V EKSPED. 30 OKT. 1875 and the London, N. arrival is November 16. From the last two cards we see that the transit time from Moscow to London is now five days
the extra day probably being due to the time of the year.
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Krasnioyarsk Oct. 11 th 75
"My dear Mother
I am now en route for Irkutsk with General Smirnoff and Baron Stackelberg-we
muster 4 carriages in all. At every station now we are in Eastern Siberia (which is the
General's territory) the post horses and drivers neatly dressed are in wai:ing where we stop
at a village to take tea or supper, 2 or 3 of the chief folks in the place come to pay us a visit.
Ifl had been alone I dont know how I should have got along. Nevertheless all my advantages it is very hard work. Yesterday evening when we arrived here we dined with the
Military Governor of the town, who introduced to us in his drawing room a dog, a cat, a
pet fox and a small pony. I will write again from Irkutsk, where I am told I shall have to
wait a month. We are off this morning. In haste with love your son.
General's wife, maid and man are with him, the Baron has a man and I also had a man
thus far."
The General's name has been corrected to "Smirnikof" and the town name to "Krasnojarsk."
Here the saga ends as there are no further cards.

AKMOLINSK, SIBERIA, 1878
by R. S. Blomfield

Mr. Moyes, in his article on Katta Kurgan on pp 19/20 of BJRP 57, commented on the scarcity
of examples of cancels from Russian towns in Central Asia.
This prompted me to describe an interesting early cancel from Akmolinsk. I have partial strikes
on two copies of the 5 kop. 1866 issue, and a tracing of the mark is shown as Fig. 3 on p. 2 of central
illustrations. The initial word "UKR." is I believe an abreviation for UKRYEPLENIE (a fortification
or stronghold) rather than for the other most likely word UKRAINA (a frontier or border province).
Note that 'Akmolinsk' is spelt with a double 'II.' On the tracing there is a gap between 'SEM' and
'OBL' that did not show on the strikes; 'SEM' could of course stand either for Semipalatinsh or (less
likely) for Semiriechensk. Later, or course, Akmolinsk was well within the Oblast of the same name,
but maybe the boundaries were different in 1878. Perhaps a reader could resolve this?
(In my Harmsworth Atlas of around 1907, the town of Akmolinsk is described as a trading centre
on the River Ishim, with a population of 9,557; whereas the "gov" of the same name with an area of
230,000 sq. miles had a population of 678.957.-Ed.).

RUSSIAN ARMS TYPE VARIETIES
data from W. Frauenlob

We are indebted to Mr. Frauenlob for photocopies of the following varieties:
(a) 25 kop. Two used copies each, showing with a white mark between the 2 and the 5 in the
upper right value tablet. One is stated to be cancelled Moscow 12.8.1907 and the other Penza
12.1.1908, although from the photocopies the years might be 1905 and 1903 respectively (see
Figs. 4 and 5 on p. 2 of central illustrations).
(b) 35 kop. One used copy showing a white mark joining the top left corner of the 3 to the external white ring of the upper right value tablet. It is cancelled 1908 (see Fig. 6).
Page 18
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USED ABROAD
data from: P. T. Ashford, I. L. G. Bailie, R. S. Blomfield, L.B. Flanagan, W. Frauenlob, E. G. Peel and
G. V. Shalimoff; also a G. Alevizos auction catalogue.
RUSSIAN LEVANT
Mr. Frauenlob has sent us a photocopy (Fig. 7 on p. 2 of central illustrations) of a loose copy
of a 10 kop Russian Levant adhesive (we do not know which issue.-Ed.) with two flaws on the word
KORRESPONDENTSIYA:
(a) the letter K: the heavier portion of the vertical strike slopes down to the left, and is too long,
making the letter more like 'KH' than 'K.'
(b) the second letter R: a clear white mark below the letter, sloping down to the left.
Can anyone confirm that these are constant?
KONSTANTINOPOL
The amazing 1871 Batum cover described below carries Konstantinopol Type 5 (Fig. 8) in blue
dated 20 Dec. 1871, whereas Used Abroad lists it only 1865 to 1868.
The Alevizos catalogue for their 7 July 1977 sale for Lot 663 illustrates the front of cover franked
with 4 Russian Levant adhesives totalling 22 kop-they are cancelled 20 Nov 1880 with Konstantinopol
Type 10 in green; it has a framed Zakaznoe mark like Fig. 2 (BJRP 52) or Fig. 60 (BJRP 54) but with a
vertical end line and chamfered corners, and a green 'Recommande'; to Firenze.
Lot 670 is stated to have an 1889 adhesive cancelled with Konstantinople Type 13 in 1890, comthe Used Abroad statement "probably introduced in the late 1890's"-the illustration is
with
pared
unfortunately insufficiently distinct to decide whether the date is '00' or '90.'
DATUM
We refer readers to the George Alevizos catalogue for their auction of 7 July 1977 in Los Angeles.
Lot No. 662 is a cover carrying Type 2 on front and back in black. The back is illustrated and we confirm the Used Abroad Part 6 Fig. 730 replacing Part 3 Fig. 88, except that Lot 662 has two rectangular
smudges where one might expect the year; the stamp is dated 14 Dec. and from the subsequent usage
must be 1871. Two 3 kop. Russian Levant adhesives (actually about 2.1 for the right hand stamp was
originally imperf. between and about 0.1 of the next stamp is present!) are on the cover, cancelled with
Konstantinopol Type 5 (Fig. 8 in Part 1); we must agree with the Lot description "undoubtedly no stamps
were available in Batum" and that the adhesives were "affixed in Konstantinopol and cancelled".
TREBIZOND
The Alevizos 7 July 1977 sale catalogues illustrates Lot 679, a cover from Trebizond to Konstantinopol. Franked with a pair and two singles totalling 40 paras (ship type overprinted Trebizond),
cancelled 8 Oct. 1909 with a mark like Types 10 and 11 but with a diamond comprising 4 dots at each
side, rather than the hollow 6-pointed star of Fig. 100 or than the 6-pointed asterisk of Fig. 101.
ORDU
Again the Alevizos 7 July 1977 sale catalogue. Lot 666 is a cover from Konstantinopol to Ordu
in 1896, franked with a 1 kop. 1894 issue surcharged '10 PARA' at top cancelled Konstantinopol Type
13 (all this is on the front, illustrated in the catalogue). It is stated in the Lot description also to carry
Ordu Type 2 (presumably on the non-illustrated reverse)-this would extend the period of use of this
mark-previously (as in Part 2) only the "1880's".
USED ABROAD CANCELLATION TYPE EE: SMYRNA?
Mr. Frauenlob has lent us a loose copy of the 10 kop. Levant horizontally laid adhesive with a
Type EE mark in blue dated "2-11 06 90" but most of the town name missing. The initial letter is 'S' and
the final letter is present but too blurred for positive identification although it looks more like 'A' than
anything else. If so, it is Smyrna, but Sinope, Satnsun, Mt. Athos are also possible. Whichever office
it is, it is an interesting mark in that the style of the I-line date is not exactly like that of any already on
record. Can any reader help?
CHIOS
The Alevizos 7 July 1977 sale catalogue lists several items with Chios marks, including a cover
with Type 4 (Fig. 164) in blue but only 2 digits in year (1900?).
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ALEKSANDRETTA
An office not noted for many new advisings since Parts 2 and 6 were issued; we can however report
a loose single 20p/4k. vertically laid (1804 issue) with Type 7 (Fig. 202) in 1•iolet rather than blue-maybe
the colour change for what is probably much later usage than known to our late friends, the authors of
Used Abroad, is not surprising.
JAFFA
Used Abroad Type 2 is '784' in truncated triangle, said always to be in blue. We can record a
black strike on a loose copy of the 1872 issue 5 kop. value.
Mr. Blomfield advises 2 examples of Used Abroad Cancellation Type JJ which is noted in Used
Abroad Part 6 as being 'just recorded,' with details in BJRP 28 p. 3 but no further examples recorded
since then. One is on the 20 para Romanov, dated 25.V.14; it has full gum and Mr. Blomfield believes
it to be cancelled to order. The other, however, is on the 1 piastre Romanov, a double strike which
obscures the date but the year is like all others, again 1914; Mr. Blomfield considers this to be genuinely
used.
LEVANT SHIP MAIL
Russian ship cancellations on pp 185/6 of Used Abroad Part 2 include as Type 3 a ship of doubtful
name as Fig. "270 approximate". The Alevizos 7 July 1977 sale catalogue illustrates Lot 667, and it
is a cover franked 10 kop 1909/12 issue cancelled with a similar but sans-serif violet oval mark "ROPiT/
PAR. KORNILOV" 14 Mar. 1911, (the catalogue states that Tchilinghirian & Stephen in Austria Used
Abroad, list only one example of this strike, on a loose strip of 3); there is also an arrival Chios Type 7
violet. Used Abroad p. 183 lists the Kornilov (2330 tons) as built 1869.
Mr. Frauenlob has sent us a photocopy of picture postcard of Jassy, with a message inscribed
Jaffa 6 Feb. 1910, franked with a 20 para/4 kop. adhesive cancelled KARLSBAD/OSTERR.LLOYD on
same day ('Karlsbad' being a ship name).
PERSIA: FIELD POST OFFICES
On pp. 203/4 of Used Abroad Part 3 some Russian FPOs in Persia are mentioned. In the Alevizos
7 July 1977 sale catalogue, one (Lot 661) is illusrtated for 6.7.16 Serial 'b,' inscribed 'POL. POCHT.
KRA. (incorrectly 'KKRA' in the catalogue)GL.KV.P ('L' in the catalogue-in view of an overlapping
mark it certainly looks like 'L'). K.' It is, according to the Lot description, by an American Red Cross
Nurse at Hamadan; it received a D.Ts /BAKU/No. 40 framed censor mark.
NEWBUKHARA
Type lB (Fig. 361 in Part 3, Fig. 884 in Part 6) is restricted by Part 3 recording no adhesives over
7k. from the office; in BJRP 36 we recorded a 14k. example, and we can now add a "190?" loose single
20k. (1904 issue) with this same mark. Higher values have been recorded (lR-BJRP 35; 3½RBJRP 34) but always with the later double circle marks.
CHARDZHUI-TOWN
Type 2 was recorded in Part 3 only with Serial 2, with the statement that Serials 1 and 3 "should
also exist". Serial 3 has since been recorded in BJRP 33 as Fig. 120 of the 'Used Abroad Chronicle'
(13.12.1902; adhesive not stated), and we can record that Serial 3 has now also been found on 15k. (1905
issue) dated 10.11.1905.
KATTA KURGAN
Mr. Ashford has checked the position of the Bukhara frontier on his copy of the" Asiatic Russia"
atlas. printed in St. Petersburg just before World War 1, and confirms that both Katta Kurgan and the
stantsia of the same name are shown as being in Samarkand Oblast and not in Bukhara.
He has also checked similarly on the "Post and Telegraph Map" of 1914, which has an 'underlay'
showing the boundaries of guberniya, and confirms that Katta Kurgan P.O. is shown as being in SurDaryinskaya Oblast and not in Bukhara.
So he confirms his support for the BJRP 57 view of Mr. Moyes that Katta Kurgan was not in
Bukhara, but continues by saying "you takes your choice" as to the correct Oblast.
Mr. Blornfield has checked similarly on a 1904 (copyright date by C. S. Hammond & Co., New
York) atlas map of "Persia, Afghanistan and Buluchistan" which also includes Bukhara. Bukhara is in
a different colour from the adjacent parts of Russian Siberia, but Katta Kurgan is shown some 10-15
miles inside the Russian territory, so he also confirms the opinion of Mr. Ashford and Mr. Moyes.
Finally, we can corroborate in that Bukhara is described in a 1906 or 07 Harmsworth Universal
Atlas index as a "khanate, tributary to Russia" and Katta Kurgan is shown about 5 miles into Samarkand.
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We suggest this topic has been well ventilated and should now be regarded as closed.-Ed.).
TERMEZ

Type 1B (Fig. 387 in Part 3; also Fig. 232 in BJRP 42) is recorded in Used Abroad on 10k. adhesives (1889 and for 1902 issues). Since then it has been recorded also on IR (1889 issue) and on lk, 50k.
and IR (1902-5 issue) as well as on Sk no thunderbolt postal stationery. We can add a 28.11.1902 strike
on loose 3k (1889 issue).
KHIVA

Now that it has been established that Katta Kurgan is not in Bukhara, but in Russia, Mr. Bornfield (from his map referenced under "Katta Kurgan" above) raises another issue. On that map, Bukhara is in a different colour from Russia, but Khiva is shown both on that map (and on the map showing
all Siberia-1910 copyright date in the same Atlas) in the same colour as the rest of the Russian territory.
So Mr. Blomfield notes that they (cartographers/publishers) 'did not consider it' (Khiva) 'an independent
Khanate'.
We wonder whether any readers have any other contemporary records to shed further light on
the Tchilinghirian and Stephen designation of Khiva as a separate state. From a Harmsworth atlas of
circa 1906/07 there is certainly an implication in the thickness of the frontier lines that Khiva is more
than just another Russian province, although it is indexed as a "province, former independent khanate,"
and we are disposed to the view that we should accept the Tchilinghirian and Stephen designation even
if some maps do not give full support to it.
KASHGAR

Mr. Peel has supplied a list of his Kashgar holdings additional to the Used Abroad Part 3 list.
It is as follows:
Type I: 1909/12 issue 4k (in blue, 20.10.09), 10k, 15k, lR.
Romanov
2k (dated 14.5.12!!), 7k
Type 2A: 1917 issue
lR, SR
(We have also, incidentally, seen a Romanov 2k with Type I in an auction, so at least two copies
of this new value are now recorded.-Ed.).
CHEFOO

Mr. Flanagan has supplied photocopies (seep. 4 of central illustrations) of the front and reverse
sides of a fine 1896 cover to Paris franked with a 10k adhesive from the French Vice-Consulate in Chefoo
(as indicated by a violet double circle handstamp over the flap reading VICE-CONSULAT DE FRANCE/
TCHEFOO with a central view).
It has a clearly struck Used Abroad Tyi,e F "Chifu/1/Pocht. Kont." mark on the front, the "fractional" date being X for month/1896; the day (13) has been inserted by hand, and the month changed
by hand from X to XII. There is another strike of the same 'day-less' mark on the back, similarly completed by hand but this time the day is 14 not 13.
The earliest type from Chefoo so far on record is Used Abroad Fig. 503, "Type I" dated "1896/
97 to 1903 or later" but we are tempted to believe that Mr. Flanagan's type must have been earlier than
Fig 504," Type 2" (which was in concurrer.t use with Fig 503), so would have a limited use. This cover
also, of course, finally confirms that a Russian P.O. was in operation in Chefoo as early as 1896.
We can, on a lower key, add the 25k KITAI value (1910 issue: blue overprint) to the adhesives
occuring with Chefoo Type 3.
HANKOW

Type 1 (Fig. 512) is recorded in Part 4 from 1906; we can bring this date forward to 1904 from
a loose 10k KITAI 1899 issue dated 9.XI.1904 (black), thus confirming the Part 4 conjecture that the
Russian P.O. in Hankow was opened by that year.
PORT ARTHUR

Type 2 is recorded in Part 4 with Serials I, 2, 4, 5 and 7. Serial 3 was added in Part 6, on 5 and
7k KITAI issue, as Subtype 2C; some further examples are mentioned in BJRP 33 p. 13, and we can add
another loose I0k KITAI.
MANCHULI STATION

So far there is only one example of Type I on record: in BJRP 29, a 14 kop on cover has this mark,
struck 18.7.1904. Stanley Gibbons Ltd. in some 1979 sales literature, illustrated a 3 kop. adhesive 1889
issue single on a card, obliterated with this mark, struck(?) 3.1905.
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HAILAR
According to Tchilinghirian and Stephen, Russian China adhesives were used from 1900 to c1907
when Hailar had a Field Post Office, but Russian stamps were us~d from cl 907 when a stable civilian P.O.
came into operation; thereafter the stamps of Russian China were not known used at Hailar until 1920
(when supplies came from China and the Kharbin issue was also used).
It is therefore of interest to record a loose copy of the 1 kop. KITAI overprint of the 1909 issue
with Fig. 571 (Type 3) in black; the date is not on the stamp, unfortunately, but it would seem unlikely
that a date as late as 1920 would apply; the slightly smudged strike does not have the appearance of a
souvenir strike, so genuine usage is presumed-perhaps casual usage.
BUKHEDU
Type 2 (Fig 576) can be recorded on a 4-block of the 70c/70k value, dated 9.6.1918 although Used
Abroad records the stamps of China at this office only for 1920 when some of the Shanghai stock was
released there. This 4-block is, however, very clean with one central strike, and we regard it as a souvenir
(by favour) item, not postal.
TSITSIKAR
Type 4A (Fig. 581) is described in Used Abroad as the commonest Tsitsikar mark, and there are
many perf. and Romanov values listej, but none of the 1917 imperf. value, is re;orded ('several
should exist'). We car. record a 3-strip of the 5k. imperf., on piece, and likely to be of genuine rather
than of 'souvenir' status as the Type 4A strike is not struck cleanly. The date is 7.2.1918.
KHARBIN PIER: RAILWAY STATION
We can add the 20k to the list of Romanov values with Used Abroad Fig. 611, dated 9.2.1914.
SUi-FEN-HO (POGRANICHNAYA/V MANCHZHURII)
We can record Type 3 (Fig. 633) on a loose 20k. Romanov value; the date is 8.5.1915.
MUKDEN
The last reference to Mukden Type 2 (Used Abroad Part 5 Fig. 645) was in BJRP 34 when it was
recorded that, in addition to the stampless Military Mail examples in Part 5, a pair of 10k. 1902 issue and
a cover il'to five copier of the 20k. We can now add a loose single 14k. 1890 issue with this elusive mark.
TSURUGA
George V. Shalimoffwrites as follows: "Tchilinghirian and Stephen in their Used Abroad section
on Ship Mail to Japan list a Tsuruga, Japan cancellation on only the 2 kop. value of the 1917 imperf.
Arms Issue. Subsequent notes in the BJ indicate no new additions to this list.
I can describe a censored cover addressed 10 the United States franked with a pair of the imperforate 15 kop. stamps cancelled "Tsuruga 20.9.18 Japan" (type J7) along with a boxed "PAQUEBOT"
marking (type JS). The right side of the envelope was slit and sealed with a white "Opened By Censor
No." label and tied on the back with a round "Passed By Censor 2041" stamp in red, both in English.
The label and stamp are apparently U.S.A. censor markings!
We can also add the 15 kop. Romanov (used on piece, dated . .. . 7.15) Type J6, not a value listed
in Used Abroad Part 6.

RAILWAY MARKS NOT IN NUMBERED SYSTEM
by Ian L. G. Baillie (including data from Dr. K. Crabtree, W. Frauenlob, D. J. Horgan)

One of the imriguing aspects of Russian philately which is not well documented is the survival
of TPO marks for routes not allocated numbers within the national system (viz. not in the system detailed
by Mr. Luchnik in BJRP 55). My purpose is to record the few recorded in the literature, in my collection,
and notified to me by members. Although it is quite possible that there are now no surviving examples
of some of "unnumbered TPOS" listed by Prigara, it is hoped that members will notify their holdings,
or other information on this aspect, so that we can establish the known marks.
I have broadly allocated marks to one of the three Groups, which relates the unnumbered TPO
to the national numbering system, but hope that in future we can see the sub-divisions extending.
Group 1: Prior to Allocation of National System TPO Number
1.1 Prior to the introduction of the national system there were very few railways, and the marks on
them have been reviewed in the past, so I will not attempt to give details here. The two main
TPOs involved are St. Petersburg to Moscow (the Nikolaev Railway, later TPO 1/2) and St. PetersPage 22
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burg to Warsaw (see BJRP 43/44). Both circular datestamps and hexagonal dots TPO marks occur
on both these routes.
1.2 Th! Taps/Derpt railway was initially allocated 3-line circular datestamps inscirbed POCHTOVII
VAGON TAPS-DERPT around the top( ... DERPT-TAPS in the reverse direction) and a serial
number (between stars) at the foot. From information which I hope will appear in a later BJRP,
and Eesti Filateliste already implies, serial numbers I, 2 and 3 were used. I have Serial 2 (section
No. I sideways beside day of date) in the Tars-Derpt direction on an 1878 cover from Revel to
Derpt. By 1881 the Luchnik list tells us 1hit TPO 89/90 was allocated.
1.3 The St. Petersburg/Tsarskoe Selo/Pavlovsk railway does not appear to have had any TPO mark
until 1878, although one would have expected earlier marks to exist. It had a range of distinctive
marks and individual items have been recorded in the past-the current position appears to be as
follows:·
(a) circular undated mark inscribed ST. TSARSKOSELSK at top; ZHELYEZ:/DOROGI/V.
TSARSKOM in 3 lines centrally; CELYE in fairly large letters at foot. This is Fig. I in Dr.
Wortman's BJRP .20 article, on a loose 5k adhesive. Mr. Frauenlob has a good strike on a
Sept. 1882 cover.
(b) as (a) but CELYE in smaller letters. Fig. 3 in BJRP 20, on Jan. 1894 cover.
(c) circular undated mark inscribed ST. TSARSKOSEL at top; ZHELYEZ./DOROGI in 2 lines
centrally; V PAVLOVSKYE at foot. Fig. 2 in BJRP 20, from Aug. 1885 cover in Barry collection, and in BJRP 57 there is a photo of an Aug. 1886 strike (collection John Lloyd). Mr.
Frauenlob has a good stike as an obliterator on a Sept. 1888 postcard.
Note: (a)-(b)- (c) above are all station marks, not TPO marks, but are included herein because
of their particular relevance to this singular railway.
(d) small circular mark with POEZD (local railway) under a number (1 to 4 are known). Firstly,
it is a pleasure to record some new examples (one of each, in fact):
1 POEZD: Mr. Frauenlob has a July 1895 cover via St. Petersburg to Tsarskoe Selo with
1 Poezd in black as a transit mark.
2 POEZD: Dr. Crabtree has an April 1898 cover from St. Petersburg to Tsarskoe Selo 2
Poezd in black as a transit mark. A 7 kop. adhesive acts as a seal on the flap
anj is cancelled with a St. Petersburg mark of indistinct date; a St. Petersburg
( ?) Eksp. c.d.s. 20.4.98 is on the front, and the 2 Poezd and the Tsarskoe Selo
S, P.burg 20.4.98 arrival mark are on the reverse.
3 POEZD: Mr. Horgan has a June 1880 cover with 3 Poezd in red, and still has a letter
from John Barry commenting on it. It was cancelled at station section 10 on
TPO 40 and was addressed to Peterhof.
4 POEZD: Dr. Crabtree has an Aug. 1891 postcard (3 kop postal stationery, 1890 issue)
from St. Petersburg Town Post to Peterhof. It is cancelled with the St. Petersburg Town Post numeral 1 in black ; there is a St. Peters burg 2 Gorodsk Pochta
red mark of 17 Aug. 1891, a St. Petersburg 1 Ekspmark in pale violet-black,
of the same day, and an indistinct Peter(hof) mark in black also of 17 Aug.
1891.
Dr. Crabtree listed all the BJRP Poezd records and, adding the 2 and 3 marks above, this list
becomes:
No.
I

2
3
4

Colour
black
?
red
black
black
black
red
black
red
red
blue

Date
18.10.1878
4. 7.1880
8. 9.1880
3. 7.1895
20. 4.1898
16. 5.1904
13. 6.1880
26. 9.1880
3.10.1881
17. 8.1891
10. 9.1891

Direction of cover
Tsaraskoe Selo/SPB
Tsarksoe Selo /SPB
SPB/Tsarskoe Selo
via SPB to Tsarskoe Selo
SPB/Tsarskoe Selo
SPB/Tsarskoe Selo ( ? ?)
TPO40/Peterhof
Tsarskoe Selo/SPB
Libau/SPB
SPB/Peterhof
Pavlovsk/SPB
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BJRP
29
18
57
58
58
14/15
*58
14/15
*16
*58
16

last known owner
Baillie ex Panter
Buchanan
Lloyd
Frauenlob
Crabtree
Wortman
Horgan
Barry
Shields
Crabtree
Gold
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It is clear that there are still questions to be answered:( i) are they four separate trains, each using one canceller in both directions? (No. 1 at least
seems to exist in both directions).
( ii) do the different colours have any significance?
(iii) why does the mark arise on the covers marked* above? (One might suspect misrouting onto
the wrong TPO but the No. 4 Crabtree cover dates make this unlikely; the Peterhof and the
Pavlovsk railways were not connected so we cannot have mail coaches running on both
railways; did staff use personal marks and transfer from one railway to the other? Barry's
description to Horgan for the 13.6.1880 No. 3 cover implied that the 3 Poezd mark was
applied on the Peterhof run, but I do not feel we should automatically accept such an implication).
(iv) is it sheer chance that Nos. 2 and 4 are recorded in late years whereas Nos. 1 and
3 are recorded generally only for early years?
(v) when did TPO marks start on this first of Russian railways?
Only more examples will assist in unravelling these marks, so I hope that readers with further information will advise.
1.4 Mr. Fraunelob has sem photocopies of two loose singles of 7 kop. grey black and red, both cancelled 1882 and carrying portions of POCHT. VAGONA POTI-TIFLISSK with section Nos.
(1 and 5) sideways beside the day of the date. The Poti/Tiflis TPO soon became reorganised for
Luchnik in BJRP 55 for 1884 lists TPO 95/96 for Baku/Batum and TPO 97/98 for the branch line
(from Samtredi) to Poti.
1.5 I have a loose single 7k with a mark, deciphered with the help of Eric Peel, dated 4.12.1890 (3-line)
inscribed POCHT. VAGON at top, a group of 4 dots in a diamond at each side, and LIVENSK.
UZKOKOL.ZH.D. at foot-viz Livny Narrow Gauge Railway. Verkhove is west of Orel on the
line to Gryazi and Tsarytsin, and this narrow gauge railway ran south from Verkhove to Livny;
it was later extended south to Marmyzhi (on the Kursk/Voronezh line) and TPO 195/6allocated by
1899. As an unnumbered mark, the Verkhove/Livny line is not in the Prigara unnumbered list.
Group 2: No Imperial National System TPO Number ever Allocated
These marks show a variety of styles, and I can record the following:
2.1 Oval: Route at Top; POCHT. VAG. at foot
(a) RIGt\,-TUKKUM as obliterater on July 1905 card to Bavaria. Railway believed opened
about 1900. Rossica 48 mentioned the existence of an unnumbered TPO mark on this route
but gave no details, so I cannot say whether it is this mark or the 2.2. (b) mark which was known
to Rossica.
(b) RIGA-BOLDERAA on loose 1909/12 issue 10k. Presume type 2.1 but foot is missing and
might only have room for a serial letter or number.
2.2 Oval: Terminus-Serial No.-Terminus at Top; Star at foot
(a) DUBNO-1-KREMENETS as obliterater on April 1911 card. I have already recorded this
item in Rossica 49; in Rossica 48 on dated July 1911 is recorded by Kurt Adler. Such a mark
is identified by Prigara. This style is of course potentially confusing with the oval marks in
the standard national numbering system, but this mark is clearly not St. Petersburg/Moscow!
2.3 Oval: Route at Top; Serial No./Letter at Foot
(a) TUKKUM-RIGA as obliterater on June 1911 card. Whether this is a successor to 2.1 (a)
or a different style being used in the return journey will have to await more examples. This
card was one illustrated (as No. 206) by Stanley Gibbons Ltd. in 1979 sale literature.
2.4 Round: Route at top: POCHT. VAGON at foot; star left; Serial letter right
( i) RAMENSKOE-MOSKVA Serial a is used as an obliterater on a Feb. 1915 cover to Paris in
my collection; Kurt Adler recorded an August 1915 example in Rossica 48. Prigara mentioned
the existance of an unnumbered TPO mark for this route.
Group 3: Unnumbered marks once numbered marks withdrawn
The Lodz-Kolyushki line is the only one known to me in this category, as Luchnik records that
TPO 31/32 was withdrawn by 1891. A fractional (crossed) date type single circle canceller was used
with Serial numbers at the sides.. I have Serial 1 in April 1901, and Serial 4 in August 1903. Later,
these were replaced by round double-circle cancellers inscribed 'LODZ KOLYUSHKI' at the top (no
indication that the mark is for a TPO, almost as though there was a desire to suppress the fact!) and
two stars plus a Serial letter at the foot; I have several examples for 1912 and 1913, and there are two
sizes of Serial 'a' (smaller 23.4. I913; larger 1.6.1913) as well as a possibility that other Serial letters may
be represented.
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THE AMUR RAILWAY
data from G. G. Werbizky

In BJRP 56 p. 32 we recorded (as Fig. 5 on p. 4 of the illustrations in the Jounral) a Zabai~al
Railway map postcard used abroad at Fulya-Erdi. Although now not used abroad, but at Nerchinsk
(on the branch line off the Trans Siberian railway to Sriekansk, which by this time had just joined the
branch line to Xhabarovsk, became the Amur railway, and there rendered the forthcoming loss of rights
over the Chinese Eastern Railway in Manchuria less serious), we can record a 23.8.1916 example (to
USA) of that same potscard-the writer actually sketching in the whole Amur railway route on the map.

COMPARISON OF RUSSIAN WEIGHTS, MEASUREMENTS AND
COINS WITH ENGLISH, 1897
by Dr. T. T. Rukowska

The following data, extracted from the 1897 edition of the Complete Russian-English Dictionary
by A. Aleksandrov (St. Petersburg, 1897), may be of assistance on postal rates, analysis of covers, etc.
(minor differences in 4th Edition ('Polyglotte' G.m.b.H. Berlin) to around 1906? (undated) are also noted
Ed.).

Linear and Length Measures:

I fut=l2 dyuims=l foot.
I dyuim= 10 liniyas=l inch
1 liniya=one line.
1 sazhen=7 futs=7 feet=3 arshins=l.16 fathoms.
I arshin=l6 vershoks=0.77 yards=28 dyuims=2,33 feet
I vershok=l¾ dyuims=l.75 inches.
I verst=500 sazhens=212.16 furlongs=3,500 feet=0.66 miles.
The Russian fut is identical with the English foot.
Square measures:

1 Desyatina=2,400 square sazhens.
I square sazhen=49 square feet.
I square arshin=256 square vershoks=0.60 square yards.
1 square fut= 144 square dyuims= 1.00 square foot.
A desyatina (land measure) is a parallelogram having a length of 80 sazhens and a breadth of 30
sazhens, or it may be 40 x 60 sazhens; therefore, the desyatina is 2,400 sq. sazhen~ or 21,600 sq. arshins.
Weight:

One berkovets= 10 puds=3.61 quintals.
One pud=40 funts=36.l l pounds wt. avoirdupois.
One funt=32 lots=0.90 pounds wt. avoirdupois.
One lot=3 zolotniks=0.45 ounces.
One zolotnik=96 dolyas=7..40 drams.
One pound apothecary's weight contains 12 ounces, 96 drams, 288 scruples, 5,760 grains; this
pound weighs 84 zolotniks, e.i. 8 apothecary pounds weight=7 apothecary (common) pounds weight.
Coins:

I Gold coin lmperyal= 10 rubles=32 shillings.
I Polimperyal = 5 rubies= 16 shillings.
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Silver Coin
1 ruble=100 kop.=3 shillings 2 pence.
1 Potinnik=½ ruble=50 kop.=1 shilling 7½pence
1 Chetvertak=¼ ruble=25 kop.=9¼pence
Dvugrivennyi=20 kop.=7½ pence.
Pyatialtynnyi=15 kop. =5 pence (6 pence in 4th Edi:ion.-Ed.).
Grivennik=10 kop.=3¾pence.
Pytachok=5 kop. = 1¾ pence.
Zlotyi=15 kop.=5 pence
Copper Coin:
Pyatak=5 kop.=1¾ pence.
Trekh kopeechnik . 3 kop.
Grosh=2 kop.
1 kopek or kopeika=2 denezhkas.
1 denezhka=2 polushkas.
The old copper coin is received upon a par with the paper value (assignats) and from 1 Jan. 1843
it was ordered to reckon as silver: 10 kop. piece as 3 kop., the 5 kop. piece as 1½, the 2 kop. piece as½
kop., and the kop as ¼kop.
The silver ruble=3 rubies paper; the gold ruble bears a premium of 3 kop. above the silver ruble
that is 5 rubies, in gold goes for 5 roubles 15 kop. (No ref. to gold rubies in 4th Edition.-Ed.).
Platinum pieces of 3.6 and 12 rubies are no longer in circulation.

STAMPED LETTERS WITH PRINTED ADVERTISEMENTS

by A. Speeckaert
Mr. Kurt Adler and Mr. Oleg Faberge's tin Rossica Journals 61, 62 and 64) discussed these letters
I have a few examples, and two of them are of particular interest (see p. 5 of central illustrations) as they
are sent by the famous Russian collector Brietfuss t0 the equally famous Belgian dealer J.B. Moenr.
In the first one, dated 5 November, 1898 (O.S.) which seems to be the first date known, Breitfuss
writes as follows (translated from French):
"Dear Friend,
I hurriedly send you hereby a stamped sheet of 7 kop. who was just released here and which
is sold 5 kop. per sheet for the benefit of the poor children.
This issue emanates from the "Welfare Society" (Societe de Bienfaisance) under the protection of H.M. Empress Maria.
How many of these sheets do you like to receive? ........... .
Yours sincerely,
J. Breitfuss
I fear it will not be difficult to make imperforate stamps of 7 kop. by cutting them out of the
sheets."
In the second letter dated 4 December 1898 (O.S.) the same Breitfuss writes:
"Dear" friend,
Here is the 10th series of the welfare letter-cards and as you can see the stamp was changed,
i.e. he has been replaced by the stamp of the 7 kop. envelopes. The changing of the stamp was
first done on the 7th series as I have been told. However I succeeded only to buy the 4th, 5th,
9th and 10th series. They are sold to the public by a maximum of 10 fieces (stamped sheets).
The first and second series are much sought after and of my friends, no one has seen them! I
offered in vain, 5 roubles and even 10 roubles for sheet for one of my correspondents .
. . . . Yours sincerely,
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P.S. It seems that the Department of Post and Telegraph protested against the use of the
current type of stamps and that for that reason one has been forced to use the stamps used
for the envelopes;"
The first letter of 5 Nov. 1898 is from the 3rd series and the second letter of 4 Dec. 1898 of the
10th series.
No wonder these sheets are very hard to find and I thought this could be of interest for members.
(Mr. Speeckaert also sent copies of two other examples; one is cancelled 27.8.1898 at Odessa 15,
to Hohenstein, and the other-with a dotted rectangular framed R-type registration handstamp inscribed
St. Petersbourg 14/No(193)-is cancelled 22.11.1898 at St. Petersburg/Serial 2/XIVEGor.Pocht.Otd.Ed.).

FRANKED MONEY TRANSFER ORDER FORMS
by I. G. L. Baillie and A. Speeckaert
(Note: Ex. 8 data based on the 1981 Stibbe Rose Bowl 1981 winning entry).

These franked forms are of particular interest because· they bear impressed postal stationery
"stamps" which do not otherwise exist. Higgins & Gage list three issues for these forms (p.44):Date of
issue

Footnote at base of right
portion

Colour of dots in stamp background
15 kop
25 kop

Brown
Blue
Blue*

180x130
205x140
205x140

No
No
Yes

1896
1898/99
1901

Size
(mm)

(not issued)
Red
Red

• reported also with red, but may have been an error as not certain if this actually exists-at times the
dots are very weak and quite difficult to see.
So far only two examples of these forms have been recorded in BJRP. We are now able to add
a further seven, giving nine in all as follows:Example 1: 15 kop., unused, left coupon still attached; H & G 1896 issue
Example 2: 25 kop,, unused, left coupon still attached; H & G 1898/99 issue and seven
used examples (listed in date order) of H & G 1901 issue:Example
No.

From

Date

To

2.5.04 Rokitsyny
(Petrok Gub.)
21.3.07 Lutsk
13.5.07 Petrokov
29.7.07 Novocherkassk
10,8.07 Yalta
4.8.09 Yalta

3

Warsaw

4
5
6

Lodz
Lodz
Taganrog

7

Taganrog
Verkhnednieprovsk
(Ekat. Gub.)
21.5.12 Retovo
Rossieny
(Kovno Gub.)
(Kovno Gub.)

8

9

By

Ink Numbers L.H.
Top Elsewhere CouRight Front Back pon
Front

39R35k

Post

2

25k + 10k
15k
25k + 1R40k

40R
3R
613R50k

Post
Post
Post

25k + 1R40k
25k + 1Rl5k
(+lOk: see
below)

lO0R

25k + 1R40k

198R35k Telegraph

Franking

25k
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Sending

25R

No

579 N562 562 No
12
4100

1829

No
No

Telegraph 203
Telegraph 216

239
597

(?) Yes

39

Yes

-

No
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where Ex. 6 is Outstanding Cover No. 3 in BJRP 3 I, and Ex. 7 (mentioned after Ex. 6 in BJRP 31) is
Fig. 13 in BJRP 46 (and again mentioned in Section 6 of the Registered Post article in BJRP 52).
It is immediately obvious that the 1907 usage of BJRP 31/52 is now extended to 1904/12, even
though we have not yet seen used examples going back to the 1896 date of H. & G. It is equally obvious
that these franked forms were in use in a wide range of offices, not just in Taganrog. It is of course
necessary to emphasise that the change from postal to telegraphic notification from Ex. 6 to Ex. 7 in mid1907 has to be spurious because these forms (as were the much commoner unfranked forms) were clearly
inscribed and used concurrently for either notification method. It might be possible to believe that the
15k value is the rarer of the two, but our sample is probably too small for such a conclusion.
The total charges seem to correlate (as one would hope) in some sort of way with a combination
of the sum being transferred and the method of notification. Dr. Ceresa in his most informative BJRP
52 article suggested a 2 % levy for postal transfer (clerical error making this ½% sometimes) and an extra
charge (based on the telegraphic charge for the number of words) for telegraphic transfer. The examples
we record for transfer by post do not closely conform (although higher sums do attract higher charges);
for telegraphic transfer it is not possible to judge in detail (one would need both the telegrams and the
telegraphic rates) but franking seems to run about I R higher.
The front and back numbers in the above table are worth some reflection. Dr. Ceresa (op. cit.)
mentions such numbers and the need for an explanation. They are not the same as those on the Control labels (or handstamped equivalents); those of the front nearly always include one at the top right
corner (apparently a location of especial significance) and are possibly a ledger reference of some sort
(say at the despatch P.O. or immediately after arrival at the paying P.O.). We have forms with only
separate adhesives similarly numbered on the front with a second (different) number. The number on
the back seems much less usual, but Ex. 4 is most useful in that the number on the back is the same as the
second number on the from which (as '1829' on Ex. 6-see Fig. in BJRP 31) is immediately below the
usual 'OPLACHEN' ('Paid') handstamp over the address. So it seems that we may have the foundations of an explanation. It may be noted that the formality of entering in the receipt book the sum paid,
supposed to be recorded by completion of the preprinted text on the back of the form, is not so recorded
on any of the used forms whose reverse sides we have seen.
All the used examples except Ex. 8 carry at top front a handstamp indicating the Gubernya or
Oblast, as appropriate, for the despatch P.O.: Ex. 3 has an indecipherable mark; Ex. 4 and 5 both have
'Varshavskoe Gubernya'; Ex. 6 and 7 both have 'Oblast Voiska Donskago'; Ex. 9 has 'Kovenskoi Gubernii.' Such marks do not seem to be normal on the unfranked forms.
On Ex. 4, 5 and 6, but not on Ex. 3, 8 or 9 (and we cannot tell for Ex. 7 for only the front is illustrated) there is a manuscript statement at the foot of the reverse side indicating that the specified sum
has been received, signed by the addressee. We have unfranked forms similarly endorsed. Maybe
such statements would not arise on the forms themselves when notification is telegraphic.
In conclusion, Ex. 8 (see p. 6 of central illustrations) calls for special mention for it enables us
to understand in a little more detail the operation of the telegraphic notification system which Dr. Ceresa
outlined (op. cit.). This form, complete with left-hand coupon, left Verkhnednieprovsk on 4.8.09 for
Yalta, rubber stamped 'PO TELEGRAFU' in letters 9½mm high. The telegram to the addressee is
inscribed 'fr:om Verkhnednieprovsk No. 2095' and is cancelled (over a !Ok adhesive) with the Yalta 'a'
double-circle also of 4.8.09. As the distance is too great for the form itself to have r;:ached Yalta on
the day the transaction started we must presume that there was a telegram from Verkhnednieprovsk
to Yalta and then this one to the addressee which reads: "From (name of sender as on Money Transfer
form) introducing one hundred rubies to (name and address of addressee) K 3355 eh." On the back of
this telegram there are double-circle 4.8.09 Yalta 'a' and 'i' marks; on the front are three purple handstamps:-(a) "PRINYAL/NACHA LNIK KCNTORY" (viz. "Approved Chief Officer; unframed, signed
but which, for a reason later given, it is only partly visible.
(b) "S PODLINNYM VYERNO/CHINOVN IK ...... " (viz. "Conforming to the original/
Clerk ...... "); unframed, signed
(c) "DENGI

PO SEMU PEREVODU POLUCHIL/SPOLNA ...... 19 .. g/Podpis ...... "
(viz. "Money for transfer has been received/in full . .. . .. 19 .. /Signature ...... "):; framed,
signed; this mark is UNDER the !Ok adhesive.
The back of the right side of the form has a double circle 6.8.09 Yalta 'V' mark.
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It is also interesting to note that the two numbers on the front of this Money Transfer Form are
also on the top right corner of the Telegram ("216" in different hands as one would expect if the top right
number on the MTO form is applied at the despatch PO; "597" in the same hand and ink-implying
application at the same time, once the MTO form and the telegram eventually came together).
There are two sets of holes made at separate times in both the left hand coupon and this telegram.
One set is of two holes caused seemingly by pushing onto prongs; these are 2¼in. apart. The other set
is of three holes caused the same way; these are 1½and 2in apart. Also at some time the form and the
telegram were pinned together. Then the telegram was pasted to the coupon, with the form on top of
the upper half of the telegram, with a band of paste about five-eighths in. wide and 4in wide and obscuring most of handstamp (a) above. Finally the lower half of the telegram was folded back under the
form and the whole assemblage was then punched with three ¼in. diameter holes in line across the foot
of the form; two of these holes are ¾in apart, one through each of the two adhesives making up the total
IR5k extra franking, and the other about 6-!in away- perhaps this hole plus one or both of the two
other two was for final storage purposes.
This Money Transfer Form and its associated Telegram are still pasted together-the only such
pair known to us-and whilst not enabling the full story of this telegraphic system to be unravelled do
give further insight into a complex subject.

"SDANO" MARKS
by Moshe Shmuely and L. A. Kolot

Mr. Shmuely writes:In BJRP 57, Mr. Frauenlob and Mr. Peel provided data about the 'Sdano' marks. In my collection I have a postcard (see upper portion of p. 7 central illustrations) from Byelopolye, franked 3 kop
adhesive, cancelled with double circle Serial 1 14 Dec. 1908, addressed to Grodno where it received the
double circle Serial 'b' ( ?) also 14 Dec. 1908, plus a mark similar to that on p. 8 of BJRP 57 illustrations
but with single outer ring and inscribed 'VECHEROM/1' centrally.
It is interesting that the BJRP 57 Grodno mark is 1889 (and those from the other towns 1890 and
1892) whereas mine is 1908.
L. A. Kolot writes:"Sdano dlya dost (avki)" means "passed for delivery."
"Sdano v raznosku" means "passed for distribution (viz. also 'delivery' in this context). Neither of
these marks has anything to do with registration or registers.

REGISTERED MAIL-Addendum 5

Data from A. Speeckaert
Edited by I. L. G. Baillie
Whilst visiting Mr. Speeckaert since BJRP 57 was edited, I was interested in some fine registered
items in his collection. He has since sent me some photocopies of the relevant album pages. These
are less than full size, so do not readily lend themselves to full size illustration, but I hope the following
descriptions will suffice.
Dotted 'R' in Circle
Amongst the examples in the Speeckaert's collection I was pleased to note those on covers from
the following offices (listed chronologically):BRITISH JOURNAL OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY No. 58
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Lodz Pocht. Kont./Petrokov G/Serial 8 at sides
Odessa/Telegraf Gorodskaya/Diamond of 4 dots at sides

21 May 1887 7328/IL
24 July 1889 a 389/38gr.
+ X389
Telegraf/V SPB XX/star at sides
25 April 1892 1802/2 +263
+ fancy serif framed Zakaznoe n/s
also 10 Jan. 1894 790/??
Moskva/IV Eksp. lnospr. Kor/star at sides
19 July 1895 Zakaznoe n/s
1 n/s
3108 IL
Solombala Arkhang. G/Pocht.Tel.Otd./Serial 1 at sides
17 April 1896 N91/I
Tsarskoe Seto SP burg G/Pocht. Tel.Kom./Serial 6 at sides 27 June 1897 8017/IL
Onega Arkhang.G/Pocht.Tel.Kom/Serial 1 at sides
17 Dec. 1898 N891/IL
Varshava/1 Gor.Pocht.Kont/Serial 4 at sides
14 Jan. 1899 (Reg label as
below)
The use at Telegraph offices as well as "PTK' and 'PTO' offices is worth noting, and these covers
clearly show the general continuation of the practice of putting the registration number and the weight
(generally 1 or more 'lots') but in grams on one cover in the top left corner.
·
Early Registration
_
A 14 kop postal stationery cover to Odessa is cancelled Wenden Lifl.G/Pocht. Telegr. Kont/
Serial 1 at sides, 28 July 1889; it has no handstamps but is marked 'Zakaznoe' by the sender, and top
left is pen-marked "No. 280/IL."
A 7 kop postal stationery cover to Moscow is cancelled Tikhvin Novgor. G/Pocht. Tel. Kont/
Serial 3 at sides, 19 July 1892; it also has no handstamps and is also marked 'Zakaznoe' (perhaps by the
sender), and top left is penmarked "N 143/IL." It is interesting to note this late example of the older
practice even though registration labels and dotted 'R' in circle marks were by this time widely used.
Introduction of Registration Labels
1899 is the magic year: we have a surprising list of offices already on record; as this list shows
(*denoting Cyrillic inscriptions and tFrench inscriptions):-

+
+

*J53
*J53
*J55
• J57
*J55

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

33 GERMANOVKA/..
33 KIEV/Tsentr.Telegr/..
123 KREMENCH./ZH.P.O./..
140 Kuyalnik/ . .
Fig. 125 LIBAVA/ZH.P.O .. .

*J54 Fig. 62 & 55/129 SPB.POCHTAMT/No... /LIT,, "
tJ54 Fig. 63
St. Petersbourg/R No .. .
tJ55 Fig. 127
St.Peters-/bourg/R No. . .
*J57 Fig. 138
S. Peterburg/Gor.Tel./No .. Kont/
No .. .
*J55 Fig. 128
TIFLIS 1 otd/ ..
*J53 Fig. 34
*J57 Fig. 141 Moskva/Pochtant/ . . L
Varshava / Tsentralnaya / Pochtovaya Kontora/ ..
*J55 Fig. 124
*J57 Fig. 139 Narva/ ..
VERZHBOLOVO/ ..
Mr. Speeckaert has a Cyrillic imperf. label similar in type size and spacing to Fig. 34, also from
Warsaw, inscribed Varshava/ . . Gorodskaya/Pochtovaya Kontora/159. The despatch cancellation
on the 20 kop postal stationery is Varshava/1 Gor.Pocht.Kont/Serial 4 at sides, dated 14.1.1899, so this
is another very early example. There is a very sloping ink line through the 'oro' of 'Gorodskaya' which
could be a 'l' aligning the Gorod number on the label with that of the cancellor; there is an ink '8' to the
right of the words on the label. The cover (to Antwerp) also has a dotted 'R' in circle (as listed above).
Group 13: St. Petersburg
Mr. Speeckaert has three registered covers of particular interest from the capital.
(a) and (b) 20 July 1893 and 7 Aug. 1893. St. Petersburg/5Eksp/Serial 12 at sides to Belgium
each with a Fig 4/5 style handstamp with a script letter ( ?) inserted before " No"
and the registration number after "No." These examples would be towards the
end of the use of this type, as Fig. 29 (Figs. 61, 147, and 157 presumably all in the
same family) occurs by 1894, so we are now able to date the changes of style to
around late 1893/late 1894.
(c) 4 July 1908 St. Petersburg /V12V/diamond of 4 dots at sides, to Lubek, with a
registration label much as Fig. 30, but the 'R' in the style of Fig. 31/Fig. 148,
"No. 669/St. Petersbourg/12" (the '12' being handstamped). Here we see yet
another example of the number on the registration label agreeing with the 'Gorod'
number in the canceller.
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FORGED STEAMSHIP ITEM

data from B. Pritt
Mr. Pritt has supplied us with photocopies of the obverse and reverse of a Russian postcard which
he has established, after discussion with Dr. Wortman and Mr. Peel, is:(a) franked with an "imperforate" 2k Romanov adhesive manufactured from a perforated adhesive, and
(b) cancelled with a postmark which is bogus or false. It is inscribed "G.U.T.M.i.P./RUS.DUN.
PAR./PAR.BESSARABED" around a large central Imperial eagle, and appears on both
sides of the card.
The card is addressed to Romania and carries some of a 10 bani postage due label cancelled TULCEA
16 Nov. 1914.
The card is illustrated on p. 7 of central pages but we would emphasise that the lettering in all
the marks has been strengthened (so that although the initial impression is of very clear marks some
precise details may obviously have been lost).

~
KOBHO (KOVNO)-KOBHA (KOVNA)
by John Tovey

The purchase of a registered cover (see p. 8 of central illustrations) with a very fine double-circle
"KOVNA" date stamp of 13 Nov. 1914 proved interesting. Whilst not recognising the name, it appeared
-vaguely-Estonian (which was required) and hopes were high until it was found that KOVNA was in
Lithuania.
However, the Imperial single circle date stamp showed the name as KOVNO, whilst the double
circled types showed the name as KOVNA. So, the letter heading on the envelope, the registration
label, and the date stamp, at least prove that by November 1914 the spelling was finally agreed as KOBHA
(There is a similar O to A change in ROVNO.-Ed.).
The "NALOZHENNII PLATEZH" label in Russian also raises a point of interest-is it private
or postal? And there must be a reason for putting a label on the envelope stating "cash on delivery."
Delivery to the KOBHA Post Office or delivering to SHAVLI?
Do we know the reason for the pencilled 938 on the envelope? Quite usual on all registered letters
of the period, and occasionally bearing a metal hand stamp number-but why? A batch number,
maybe?
SHAVLI is 159 versts from LIBAU on the railway to ROMNY; no T.P.O. datestamp unfortunately although it almost certainly travelled by rail.

MACHINE CANCELLATIONS-Addendum 2
Data from W. C. Ainsley and Dr. A. Krassowsky

Two contributions have touched on the First World War 'mute' cancellations used in cancelling
machines.
Mr. Ainsley has submitted details of a two dozen of the coloured paper issues of the large War
Charity design which carry a series of parallel lines, 10 in all, with periodic interruptions. The two
outer pairs on each side are close pairs with a wider separating gap between the pairs, but the central
pair are wider apart. He describes it graphically as '5 railway tracks with the central track having rails
widest apart" and mentions the belief that this 'mute' cancelling machine was in Kiev. He mentions
that the lot was originally over twice as large, and that handstamps when, also on the adhesives were
always either Petrograd or, more often Kiev.
Dr. Krassowsky's following article on 'mute' cancellations includes just one machine cancel, also
ascribed to Kiev; it is on a Jong piece and is the same as Mr. Ainsley's mark although the outer track on
one side is virtually missing due presumably to bad inking.
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The major articles in BJRP on the 'mute' marks were of course those in No. 12-13; 16-23-29 mainly
by the late Greg Salisbury, and it is of interest that he lists only the following 'mute' cancellations which
are, or are similar to, machine cancellations.
No. 13: Fig. 2J: a thick uneven ring alternating with 4 parallel lines "such as one finds in
the machine cancellation lines." He implies that this 'dumb' is not a
machine cancellation and ascribes it to Riga.
No. 16: Fig.Cl 8: double circle as of Riga but I and G removed, date between bars centrally,
8 parallel lines either side. He ascribes to Riga but makes no comment
on whether or not he regards it as a machine mark.
The type described above is thus absent from this classic series of articles.

•MUTE" CANCELLATIONS OF RUSSIA DURING WORLD WAR 1
by Dr. A. Krassowsky

This interesting subject has been neglected for a long time by the Philatelic publications. It is
my endeavour to reactivate the exchange of ideas, studies and discoveries we have made in our collections.
I am certain that any descriptions can not substitute an actual picture with all characteristics and
details of the original and actual correlation between the proportions of segments of the cancellation
to the stamp. Therefore I present the following:
(1). A series of pictures of the cancellations in Figs. 9-13 of central illustrations, which, to my
knowledge, have not previously appeared in any philatelic literature.
(2). A series of pictures in Figs. 14-21 of central illustrations consisting of:
(a) Reproductions of cancellations identified and obtained by me through other collectors.
(b) Illustrations on stamps from my collection of drawn cancellations found in the Publications.
The names of the various locations are given phonetically (which we have, as far as possible,
adjudged to the BJRP 52 system.-Ed.) and are indexed in English alphabetical order, below.
I will be delighted to give any information I can pertaining to this subject. I will be grateful if
the readers of this article would send me photographs of envelopes, with full return address, so that
further information can be accumulated for future recording. Identification sometimes depends on
ink, which complicates matters.
·
Hoping to hear from my colleagues collecting this fascinating period of Russian history.
My address: 610 West 150th Street, Apt. 5-B, New York City, (N.Y.-10031), U.S.A.
Name
Aleksandriya
Aleksandrovsk
Alupka
Bakhmut
Balta
Baranovichi
Berdichev
Berdyansk
Berislav
Bolshoi Tokmak
Bratskoe
Byekiya Tserkov
Byelo~tok
Byelsk
Cherkassy
Chernovitsy
Druzhkovka
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Series 1
Fig. 9/1
Fig. 9/2

Series 2
Fig. 14/1
Fig. 14/2

Fig. 9/4
Fig. 9/3
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

14/3
14/6
14/7
14/8
14/9

Fig. 9/6
Fig. 14/5
Fig. 14/4
Fig. 9/5
Fig. 21/5
Fig. 21/6
Fig. 9/13

Name
Dvinsk
Edintsy
Ekaterinoslav
Elisavetgrad
Elzasskaya
Evpatoriya
Feodosiya
Gasenpot
Genichesk
Gorlovka
Graevo
Grodno
St. Ieve
Kagalinsk
Kakhovka
Kerch
Khartov

Series 1
Fig. 10/4
Fig. 9/14
Fig. 9/15
Fig. 10/1
Fig. 10/2
Fig. 13/1
Fig. 9/10
Fig. 9/11

Series 2

Fig. 16/6
Fig. 16/5
Fig. 16/4
Fig. 21/4
Fig. 16/2

Fig. 9/12
Fig. 16/3
Fig. 16/10
Fig. 10/8
Fig. 10/9
Fig. 16/11
Fig. 13/10
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Kherson
Kiev
Kishinev
Krasnoe
Kremenchug
Krivoi Rog
Kutno
Kyeltsy
Lebedin
Lemzal
Libava
Lipkany
Lipove:s
Lodz
Lovich
Lvov
Lyublin
Lyutsin
Mariinsk
Melitopol
Mezhiryeche
Minsk
Modon
Mogilev
M uraevo-Zuevo
Nikolaev
Nikopol
Odessa
Orgyeev
Oryekhov
Oshmyany
Ostrolenka
Palstmar
Parichi
Pebalga
Pernov
Pinsk
Piotrokov
Plonsk
Plotsk

Fig. 11/1

Polish TPO
Ponevyezh
Prekuln
Priluki
Pultusk
Radom
Remersgof
Remten
Revel
Riga

Fig. 21/3
Fig. 17/1
Fig. 17/3

Fig. 11/2
Fig. 11/3

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

17/4
17/5
17/6
17/2
17/7
17/8

Fig. 11/4
Fig. 11/5
Fig. 11/6
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig. 11/7
Fig. 11/8
Fig. 11/9

17/10
17/9
17/13
17/11
17/12

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

17/15
17/14
18/1
18/2

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

18/3
18/4
18/5
18/7

Fig. 12/1

Fig. 12/2
Fig. 12/3

Fig. 18/9
Fig. 18/11
Fig. 18/10
Fig. 12/4
Fig. 18/6
Fig. 12/5
Fig. 12/6

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

18/8
18/13
19/1
19/2
19/3

Rovno
Sevastopol
Shpola
Shtenden
Simferopol
Sinyelinkovo
Slonim
Smyela
Sokhachev
Stanislav
Syedlets
Talnoe
Tukkum
Uman
Uspensko-Kozelsk
Valk
Varshava
Verro
Vilno
Vlodava
Vozensensk
Vyshkov
Yalta
Zassmaken
Zdunska Volya
Zgierzh
Zhitomir
Zolotonosha

fig. 12/7

Fig. 12/9
Fig. 12/8
Fig. 13/2
Fig. 13/2

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

19/4
19/5
19/6
19/7
19/8
19/9
19/11

Fig. -19/10
Fig. 19/12
20/1
Fig. 20/2
Fig. 20/3
Fig. 21/8
Fig. 21/7
Fig. 20/6

Fig. 13/4
Fig. 20/4
Fig. 13/5
Fig. 20/7
Fig. 13/6
Fig. 13/7
Fig. 13/8
Fig. 13/9
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

9/7
9/8
9/9
10/3

Fig. 20/5
Fig. 21/1
Fig. 21/2
Fig. 15/1,
18/12
Fig. 14/11
Fig. 15/2
Fig. 16/1
Fig. 14/12
Fig. 21/9

Fig. 10/6
Fig. 16/8
Fig. 16/7
Fig. 10/5
Fig. 10/7

Fig. 16/9

~
AN UPDATE ON PETROGRAD CENSORSHIP
by Howard L. Weinert

Since the pioneering article by Casey and Evans appeared in 1968 (Ref. 1), very little additional
information on World War I Petrograd censorship has been published (see Refs. 2, 3). Over the last
decade I have examined several thousand censored covers and have kept notes on the various Petrograd
markings. The present article is a compilation of those notes. I have been able to extend the known
dates of use of several types, and have turned up a few new oval varieties, as well as two new wax seals.
I will list the relevant marks using the same type numbers, in the same order, as the Casey-Evans
article. All dates are old style (Julian calendar) unless stated otherwise.
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Type P-1. At least five examples have been seen, the two earliest being on a cover from St. Petersburg cancelled 25 July 1914, and on a cover from Yekaterinoslav cancelled 20 July 1914.
Type P-2. Applied in red on a cover from Petrograd cancelled 30 Oct 1914.
Type P-3. The latest known use in red was in June 1915. A violet strike occurred in January
1915, and several strikes in blue appeared in June 1915. A larger variety (45mm x 24mm) of this mark
appeared in violet in June 1915.
Type P-4. Red examples have been noted in October 1914, and on a card from Mitau cancelled
24 July 1914 but obviously censored much later (after the name change), A violet strike occurred as
early as the end of September 1914.
Type P-6a. A blue strike is noted without the Red Cross cachet in May 1915.
Type P-Sc. A new sub-type without initials, only a period, on the right. Appeared in violet
and magenta on several covers_and cards in September 1915.
Type P-9a. The latest known use occurred in August 1915, without a Red Cross cachet.
Type P-9c. A new sub-type has been noted with "Ml." at right. It was struck in red in
December 1914.
Type P-10. A strike noted in February 1915.
Type P-11. Numbers seen range from 3 to 68, with one to three initials.
Type P-12a. A late use noted in May 1915 on a registered cover. However, the letter "U"
did not print well, appearing only in outline.
Type P-12b. Used occasionally on registered covers, the latest known use in violet was
in September 1915.
Type P-13a. The earliest known use was in September 1914 when the frame was clearly a double
circle.
Type P-13b. The latest known use was in August 1915. A variety has been noted with the "D.
Ts." in the centre of the double circle frame. This was struck in September-1915.
Type P-14. A brown strike has been noted. A red strike occurred without the Red Cross
cachet.
Type P-15. Noted on a registered cover in September 1915.
Type P-16. Survived into February 1917.
Type P-17. Ref. 3 has information on this and similar types.
Type P-20. A totally new type, this is a double-lined oval (41mm x 23mm) inscribed PETROGRADSKAYA VOENNAYA TSENZURA in three lines without any asterisks or initials. The word
VOENNAYA, instead of being centred in the oval as in Type P-3, is shifted all the way to the left. There
are relatively large spaces between the letters of the second and third words. A single example has been
noted struck in violet on a POW card from Solvychegodsk cancelled 16 March 1915.
Type AS-3. The earliest known use is now October 1914.
Types AS-6, AS-7. A remarkable cover in my collection bears two new wax censor seals. The
cover is an insured money letter from Stockholm to a POW in Polna. It was re-directed twice and has
the following cancels: Stockholm (20 Oct. 1917-new style), Petrograd (19 Oct. 1917), Polna S.P.B. (24
Oct; 1917), Maksatikha Tver. (3 Nov. 1917), Staraya Russa (15 Nov. 1917). There is also a manuscript
date of 21/10, which probably was the date of censoring in Petrograd. Thus censoring took place just
before the Bolshevik Revolution of 25 Oct. There is also a strike of Type P-18. The Type AS-6 wax
seal (31mm dia.) has a rather small Imperial eagle over posthorns and thunderbolts. The peripheral
inscription reads PETROGRADSKAGO POCHTAMTA. Type AS-7 (34mm) has a large "Kerensky"
eagle (as on the 5 kop. postal stationery cards) with peripheral inscription PETROGRADSKII VOENNYI POCHTOVYI KONTROL. Thus the use of "postal control" for "censorship" predates the Bolshevik Revolution. It is not clear why two different seals were used on the same envelope. It appears
to have been opened only once, the two seals being at opposite ends of the rear flap.
Type AC-2. The use of this mark can be extended in both directions. The earliest use seen was
in _Nov. 1915, the latest in Aug. 1916.
Type S-1. The size should read 53mm x 14mm. The latest known use was in Dec. 1917.
Type S-3. The numbers 28, 36, 115, 150 have been noted.
Type R-1. The earliest use noted was in the first half of Dec. 1915.
Type R-2. The latest use noted was on a cover sent from Volokonovka (cancelled 28 Feb. 1918)
to Reva! and returned. The only Petrograd cancel is 30 Aug. 1918. An error has been noted with V.P.O.
instead of P.V.O.; it occurs from July 1917 to Oct. 1917.
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Type C-1. Many more numbers have been noted including 130, 132, 134. The latest use noted
was on a card from Stretensk dated 28 April 1918 (new style). Noted on a registered cover in Jan. 1915.
Type C-2. The size should read 19mm x 12mm.
Type C-3 Used as early as Dec. 1916. Ar. example has been noted with missing lower numeral.
Type C-6. Used as early as Nov. 1915 and as late as Aug. 1916.
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4-14, 1968.
(2) A. Wortman, "Petrograd Censorship: Some Additional Notes," BJRP 47, pp. 32-33, 1972.
(3) C. Kahrs, V. Hurt, and E. Ojaste, "Russian Censorship in Estonia in WWI," Eesti Filate/ist,
No. 24-25, pp. 105-125, 1979.

MOSCOW CENSOR MARKS 1914-18-Addendum 1
by N. C. Warr
From additional material reported by W. C. Ainsley, I. L. G. Baillie, D. J. Horgan, Johr Lloyd,
Dr. Peter Michalove, Boris Pritt, B. Robert, N. J. Sheppard, M. Shmuely, A. Speeckaert and A. Wortman.
I am indebted to the above-mentioned people who have reported details of items in their collection, enabling me to expand the picture of Moscow censor marks during the First World War, as given
on pp. 29-32 of BJRP 57. Apologies are owing to Chris Trevers, formerly Editor of the Journal of the
New South Wales Philatelic Society, who was good enough to publish my first attempt at an article on
this subject and whose comments-both philatelic and editorial-were of benefit and which did not
receive acknowledgment from me in the article published in BJRP 57. Mr. Sheppard's additional information is taken from a follow-up to my original article, as published in the May 1981 N.S.W. Philatelist.
Following the scheme of the BJRP 57 article, the additional information disclosed:
NEW WAX SEALS. These were used in the censorship process in Moscow: the sure way to establish
a fact is to state that something does not exist and await the denials, which came in from five
sources. Five covers with wax seals have thus now been recorded, from 9.3.1916 to 1.10.1917a pattern of use contrary to that in Petrograd, where the elaborate method employed at the
beginning of the War was superseded by a simpler one. Boris Pritt has a registered cover from
Moscow to London, *6B 9.3.1916 with two paper labels (Ll), M8a No. 129 and two wax seals:
he thinks this is a philatelic item and I tend to agree, nevertheless it indicates that there were two
wax seals capable of being used. (and see the 2-seal Petrograd item under Types A5-6 and A5-7
in the preceding Weinert article updating the Petrograd story.-Ed.) The other four covers
reported show use of the larger and more decorative of the two seals (Sl: inscribed
VOENNAYA TSENZURA/XX/PRI/MOSK.POCHTAMT'). Mr. Shmuely reports a registered cover from Moscow to Bern, 1 Eksp. 6 4.9.1916 with M7 (initials not clear) and SI: W. C.
Ainsley had in his collection a registered cover from Moscow to Zurich, 1 Eksp. 6 and 1 Eksp.
(?8) 27.10.1916 with M7 X.A. and Sl: Dr. Wortman has a (registered) cover from Lipetsk with
Moscow 1 Eksp. ? 17.2.1917, Control No. 2 and Sl: M. Bedin Robert has a registered cover from
Moscow to Paris, 1.10.1917 with M8a (IOI) and SL
Ml & M2 Further examples have been noted, all within the BJRP 57 periods of usage except
that Ian Baillie has a British PC cancelled at Barnard Castle 8.4.1915 with Ml which
would perhaps be censored in Moscow a little later than 23.4.1915.
M3a
Mr. Horgan has a registered cover to Nottingham with this mark; Moscow
12 14.4.1915-four days earlier than the previously recorded earliest usage. I
have a further example, Sept. 1915, with an additional handstamp-see below at
"Handstamp ...... "
M3c
An item from A. Speeckhaert extends the period of usage to 29.12.1916 (previously
Dec. 1915); earliest date is still 20.10.1915.
M5
Further examples are recorded, in Feb. and March 1916 and July 1918: usage dates
are therefore earliest 17.2.1916 (POW card, Moscow 1 Eksp. 8) to latest 30.7.1918
(POW card to Austria, Moscow machine cancel).
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Mr. Horgan reports a mark similar to M6 but without the breaks in the oval frameMoscow to Birmingham, registered, I Eksp 7 10.2.1916 with two strikes of M6a.
Further censor initials reported are K. G., Kh. I., P. K., E. L., and K. N.,
with the earliest usage of this mark now K. N. on a P.O.\\-. card dated 28.3.1915
but without a Moscow transit mark.
Initials DZ, VIV, and AIK with legend reading from asterisk at 6 o'clock: the first
on a P.O.W. card to Germany, Moscow transit 1 Eksp 8 4.7.1916, the second on
a P.O.W. card, no Moscow transit, dated 19.10.1917 and the third on a registered
cover from Moscow 29.10.1916 to Paris. The first two are in the collection of
Boris Pritt, and the third in the collection of Bedin Robert.
Two cards form what rnbsequently became Czechoslovakia to TaskheP.t via Petrograd and Moscow (censored in both places) have a mark similar to M7. asterisk at
12 o'clock, but with centres blank, i.e. no initials. One postal 11.6.1915 with Tashkent arrival 14.9.1915, the other posted 19.6.1915 with Petrograd 17 and 18.9.1915.
These are in the collection of Boris Pritt.
New numbers to be added to the list in BJRP 57 are:
66, 68, 76 (see below), 77, 78, 80, 86, 88, 94, 95,105,108,109, 111,115,117,125,
126, 131, 137, 138, 153, 158, 160, 165, 166, 168, 181, 196, 204, 205, 207, 208, 210,
215. 227, 241, 257, 258, 262, 276, 287, 291 and 411.
No. 76 has a spelling mistake, the "S" of "PROSMOTR." being dropped but with
the resultant space occurring between the "M" and the second "O." Boris Pritt
has this striking error on a Moscow *Sa 24.2.1916 cover to Holland with additional
1 Eksp 8 marks of 24 and 27.2.1916 and LI. Dr. Wortman has it on a cover from
Davidovka, Voron, 4.3.1916 and another example on a cover (partly struck mark
of origin-possibly Nizhneomskaya, Tobol) received in Moscow 27.4.1916.
The earliest usage of M8a is still 3.10.1915 but the latest is now 24.10.1918 (No 131
on a P.O.W. card with a faint Moscow machine transit-Boris Pritt).
New numbers are:
14, 30, 43, 44, 54, 60,257,300,312,314,315,327,329,347,357,373,376,383,439,
441, 451, 460, 483, 504, 514, 532, 540, 562, 566, 590, 595, 603, 606, 609, 610, 626,
651, 680, 688, 718 and 751.
Nos. 718 and 751 are in the collec:ion of Boris Pritt who says that the diameter of
Nos. 718 and 751 is larger than that for those up to No. 699. Items in his collection and that of Norman Sheppard show that regular usage can be extended from
August 1917 to November 1917.
John Lloyd has three further examples, all in items going to Moscow:
No. 4 21.4.1917 London to Moscow
No. 5 16.6.1917 New Brunswick to Moscow
No. 16 29.5.1917 Manchester to Moscow, registered
Boris Pritt has two examples:
No. 13 17.6.1918 Card, to Germany, TPO Moscow 41 Minsk
No. 13 11.9.1918 P.O.W. card to Hemeln, Weser from Staro-Zakharhino,
Saratov; no Moscow transit.
(See Fig. 8 on p. 2 of central illustrations). Under "Re-sealing slips" in BJRP 57,
mention was made of a cover in John Lloyd's collection-"a boxed censor 'MOG .. '
which is signed, then check censor at Moscow" - which it now transpires was
incorrectly reported. John Lloyd has sent me correct details and other usage of
this new mark is reported by Dr. Wortman, Peter Michelove, and A. Speeckaert.
It is a boxed mark "Vskrito Moskovskoi/Voennoi Tsenzuroi/V.-Tsenz .... (Signature)" and is recorded:(a) On a 21.2.1915 cover from Moscow xr Gorod Pocht Otd (P. Michalove)
to Copenhagen.
(b) On a 27.2.1915 cover
(c) Used on a P.O.W. cover to Geneva with Geneva arrival 30.3.1915.
(d) On a cover with a Moscow 19 Post. Tel. Otdel machine cancel of 4.5.1915 to
Copenhagen, with additional 5 Eksp. machine 9.5.1915 and LI.
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Control Marks. No. 1 has now been found: Ian Baillie has it on a 1917 Moscow 19v town post
cover to England, with Type M8b No. 14 (see above).
Re-sealing Slips. Both Boris Pritt and Dr. Wortman report a varient on the standard type
designated LI: this varient is printed on paper of a dark straw colour: Dr. Wortman's example
is on a cover dated 10.8.1915. Boris Pritt's varient is on a cover to Copenhagen with a Moscow
machine cancel of 2.6.1915 with M7 lu.G. LI is known with minor varieties in the lettering
concerning the letters "M" and "V"; it also possibly exists without the final stop.
Usage of LI is now extended to November 1916.
Handstamps, applied at censor offices, but not part of the censoring process.
This mark is found, in the same violet ink as the censor marks, on some P.O.W. correspondence
and simply states, in French, "Correspondence des/prisonniers de guerre": the mark is also known,
says Boris Pritt, with the final "r" of "prisonniers" missing!
My Sept. 1915 example of M3a referred also to this category. It is a card from Volokonovka, Vor,
6.9.1915 to a P.O.W. camp in Wittenberg which besides M3a (in the usual violet ink) has in Cyrillic and in
red ink(? safe to assume applied by censor) "Korrespondentsiya voennoplennykh".

USTSVSOLSK LOCAL POST-FURTHER NOTES
by Dr. T. T. Rutkowska

I would like to answer some of the questions raised by Mr. R. L. Joseph in BJRP 57 about the
Ustsysolsk Local Post.
I was able to trace all the towns and villages on the Map No. 9 of the "Atlas USSR" (Moscow,
1969), and also on the Map of the Chambers Encyclopaedia.
The places are outlined on p. 22 of central illustrations (a section of the former map). 'X' marks
the branching of river Sysola and Polshaya Vizinga and the place where the town of Chukaib is situated. The town of Chukaib is marked on the Map 16 A-1 of the "Atlas USSR".
The names of the places of the Ustsysolsk District (uezd) are: Ustsysolsk is SYKTYVKAR and
the others reading from North to South-West are-Troitsko-Pechersk, Pomozdino, Bogorodsk, Anyb,
Ust-Kulom, Kortkeros, Mordino, Vizinga, (X)-Chukaib, Moshul, Luza which is in Priluzski Krai, which
means the area on both banks of the River Luza.
One inconsistency arose from the I. Fedorashko article, in that he included Troitsko-Pechorsk
in the Ustsysolsk District, which I think should be in the Arkchangelsk Province which in the past was
a large province. Ustsysolsk District belonged to the Vologda province. The town of Ustsysolsk
was and is situated on the River Sysola and had a population at that time of 5,000; (4,623 in my Harmsworth Gazetteer of c1907.-Ed.) the town had two libraries, one hospital, seven schools and "Kreditnoe ucherezhdenie", which could be a bank or some money lending institution.
The area of the district (uezd) was 150,000 sq. verst (] verst = 1,067 km.) with a population of
109,000. It had forest, salt springs, minerals such as alabaster, whitestone, iron ore, etc. Vologda
Province was situated in the North-Eastern part of Russia with an area of 350,000 sq. verst and a population of 1,517,000 out of which 67,000 lived in the town of Vologda. It is a low land surrounded by
the Urals and the Finland-Olonets mountains; with rivers Pechora, Vychegda, Dvina, Mezen, Pinega,
Yug, Sukhona and Vaga. The province had vast meadows and forests, but poor soil, and comprised
ten Districts:
1. Vologodsk district, with the city Vologda on the River Vologda, had a port and railway,
area 5,500 sq v., population-188,500.
2. Velsk district, with area 21,250 sq. v., population of 116,000. The capital Velsk on the River
Vel.
3. Gryazovetsk dist.-area 6,900 sq. v., population of 113,000 with city Gryazovetsk on River
Rzhavets, had a railway.
4. Kadnikov dist.-with area 15,000 sq. v., population of 208,500 city Kadnikov in the River
Sodima.
5. Solvychegorsk dist.-with area 37,253 sq. v., population 133,000, the city Solvychegorsk on
the River Vychegda. Had a port.
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6. Totma dist.,-area 20,500 sq. v., population 4,500, the city Totma on the River Sukhona.
7. Ustsysolsk dist.-see above.
8. Ustyag dist.-area 14,900 sq. v., population 164,000 had a port, industrial plants with 1,030
workers, the city Velikii Ustyug on the River Sukhona.
9. Yarensk dist.,-area 51,000 sq. v., population 54,000, the city Yarensk on the River Yarenga,
had a port.
10. Nikolsk dist.,-area 32,400 sq. v., 264,000 of population, wood industry, the city Nikolsk
on River Yug.
So one can see that the area of the province spread from the town of Vologda North-Eastwards
to the boundary of the Arkhangelsk province and no Troitsko-Pechorsk was mentioned. I was also
unable to find the town on the maps up to 1913.
Concerning Postal Tracts Mordino, Pogorodsk and Noshul-Letka I marked the towns on the map. ·
The town of Vologda is mentioned in the Chronicles in 1147. Until the end of the 14th century it was
included in the Novgorod Tsardom, then it became a trading and industrial town of the Moscow province and from 1708 to 1719 was part of the Arkhangelsk province. In 1719 the Vologda province was
created with the capital Vologda and as such existed until 1918.
The Arkhangelsk province occupied the territory of the Northern part of European Russia with
area of 745,000 sq verst including the Solvetski islands-Kolguev, Vaigach, Novaya Zemlya. The area
was surrounded by the Finland mountains on the West, by the Urals on the East, with the Mingusin
and Khibinsk mountains inside of the province. The Rivers Western Dvina, Mezen, Pechora and
Onega flowed across the province, which also included large Jakes such as lmandra, Topozero and
Pustozero. It included tundras; Polshezemelnaya, Malozemelnaya and Katsinskaya. The province
was was rich in minerals and amber.
The province had nine districts:
I. Arkhangelski district at the mouth of the River Northern Dvina, capital Arkhangelsk which
was the trade centre with Western Europe, and a port, railway and a Custom-house. The area of the
district was 26,000 sq. v. with population 67,000.
2. Kem district capital Kem at the mouth of the River Kem had two industrial plants with 450
workers. Area of the province was 35,700 sq. v. with 41,000 population.
3. Alexandrovfk district: capital Alexandrovsk with non-freezing Ekaterininski port on the
North Ocean, built in 1899 when all administrative offices were transferred here from Kola peninsula
region. The area of the District was 164,220 sq. v. with population 11,000.
4. Mezen district with an area 84,000 sq. v. and population of29,000. The capital Mezen situated at the mouth of River Mezen. Southern part had oil, forests, copper, jasper.
5. Pechora district-area in the basin of the River Pechora with the administrative centre UstTsylma. Area 362,000 sq. v with Tundra in the northern part of the district, population 40,000.
6. Onega district with area 25,500 sq. v. and population 43,000. Capital Onega situated in the
delta of the River Onega, had a port, rafting timber centre.
7. Pinega district with area 42,360 sq. v. and population of 33,000 capital Pinega on the River
Pinega, had port.
8. Kholmogory district, with area 14,500 sq. v. and population of 41,500, Kholmogory port on
the Northern Dvina, cattle breeding district.
9. Shenkursk district, with area 21,800 sq. v. and population of 88,000. Capital Shenkursk on
the River Vaga.
Ustsysolsk region was annexed by Russia in 1478. It was an area rich in minerals and salt; soon
salt plants and foundries were opened there and, in 1745, the Oil Refinery. In the 20th century it became
a place for exiled social-revolutionaries. A Soviet Government was established here in January-April
1918.

In June-August the Bolsheviks Soviets of Peasant-Workers and Soldiers Deputies fought with
White Guards and the area was changing hands, but in April 1920 the final defeat of the White Guards
established completely the Soviet Government.
The F. Chuchin Catalogue was ended in 1916, so no other information about the Ustsysolsk
Postal service is available from that source, but using the data in the I. Fedorashko's article we have the
following picture:
A. Non-revolutionary period:
(1) The Ustsysolsk Zemstvo Board met on 14th February 1918.
(2) The Meeting on 23rd March 1918 was the last Meeting of the Zemstvo Board.
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B. The Revolutionary period:
(I) On 23rd March 1918 the UEZD (district) was liquidated followed by the Meetings on the
dates: 22nd April 1918, 15th July 1918, 5th August 1918, 31st October 1918, 28th July, 1919,
15th September 1919, 2nd December 1919 when it was in the period of Red Army occupation.
There are no Postal Service documents mentioned for the period from November 1919 until
October 1920. On 27th October 1920 by the Soviet Government an official order was issued
to establish the Postal Office in the Ustsusolsk region.
Not so long ago I found in the library the Time Table of all Postal routes in the Russian Empire,
Tsarstvo Polskoe and the Great Principality of Finland issued by the Military Topographic Department,
St. Petersburg, Printed by the Printing House of General Staff 1829. It has five chapters, with full
description of the routes in all directions of the Empire from St. Petersburg, Moscow and other large
towns.
The First Chapter gives routes from St. Petersburg to Commissions, the Commission-Agencies,
Factories, Victuals and the Commission-Agency Departments.
Second Chapter-the routes from Moscow to the same places.
Third Chapter-from St. Petersburg to Capitals of all Provinces.
Fourth Chapter--from Moscow to Capitals of all Provinces.
Fifth Chapter- the routes from Province Capitals to its Districts and "Zashtatnye" (Supernumerary) towns and to the first District towns of the adjacent Provinces.
In the last Chapter under No. 121 was the route from Vologda to Ustsysolsk UEZD and the distances were: Vologda to the village Olareva via village Chekshina, then v. Vorobeveskaya-20 verst,
to Chuchkova-20v., Zagoskina-23½v., Fominskaya-28v., Korovinskaya-25v., and to town · Totma
in all 140 versts.
From Totma to v. Kamchuga-24., Nizhnyaya Pechenga-24v., Monastyri-29v.,
Kozlova-22½v., Kishkina-33½v., Ugol-l5v., Verchnyaya Tomza-33½v.,Anisimova-27v., Narkova
-22v., Ponikarova-16v., Town Veliki Ustyug-20v., Total 268½ verst, then to Sol-Vychegorsk, villages Knyazhukha-27v., Slu~hka-30v., Fominskaya-25v., Perezinskaya-24v., selo Lenskoe- 29½v.,
town Yarensk-30v., villages; Mezhega-30v., Araboch-24v., Shydor-22v., Vanvidinskaya-21v.,
parish Chasovskoi-25v., Kaitybozhskaya-21v., and Ustsysolsk.
Note: names ending in "-a," "-ya" are villages.
The longest Postal routes were from St. Petersburg to lrkutsk-6,098½v., and St. Petersburg to
Okhotsk-9,832¾v.

ARKHANGELSK-THE "POLAR BEARS"

by L. A. Kolot
With reference to Mr. Baillie's article on p.37 of BJRP, the cancellation on the picture postcards
is definitely a stamp dealer's address handstamp.
at top :
presumably this is an abbreviation for Kollektsionocher i Korrespondent (his spelling
was poor!).
-centrally: the address: Solombala Arkhangelsk Pochtovaya St. No. 6.
-at foot: Kraynego Seveva (of the Extreme North).
I believe these postcards ro be the product of an active stamp dealer in Solombala.

SOUTH RUSSIA-KUBAN VARIETY

by G. G. Werbizky
The following letrer which I have received from the Catalogue Department of Stanley Gibbons
Ltd., London, dated 24 April 1981 is self-explanatory and I think will be of interest to readers of the
Journal:
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"South Russia
Normally to consider an item for addition to our catalogue we need to examine the stamp ourselves. However in this case as there can hardly be any doubt whether the overprint on the back is
there and as you have submitted a certificate of authenticity we are prepared to accept this as sufficient
evidence. It will therefore be added to the next edi'ion of Part 10 (Russia)) as No. 8b of South Russia.
With many thanks,
Yours sincerely,
P. Basley (Miss)"
(For those who normally use other catalogues, the basic stamp is the 25 kop surcharge on 1 kop
perf., which is No. 8 in Part 10, and No. 8a is "surcharge inverted".-Ed.).

SOVIET VARIETIES
by Moshe Shmuely

We are grateful to Mr. Shmuely for data which enable the following misplacement items to be
recorded:(a) 1927 October Revolution 10th Anniversary: 8 kop: centre vertically displaced upwards and
to the lefc so that there is some witness of the centre from the next stamp down and from
the next stamp to the right. Across this copy there is a row of perforations about 60 % up
the stamps (we would note that there are only 13 holes across the stamp, not over 15 as at
top and foot: the photocopy is enlarged so quoting the actual perforations is not easy.-Ed.).
(b) same issue: 14 kop: centre misplaced to right (this we have seen in other collections.-Ed.).
(c) 1939 Learmontov: 45 kop: portrait significantly to right of centre.
(d) 1945 Red Army victories: 20 kop: poor registrations of colours (also some other stamps of
around this time and later with similar feature).

NORTH POLE STAMPS AND MINIATURE SHEETS
by L. A. Kolot

On 26 Nov. 1955 lR. and 2R. airmail stamps were issued overprinted "North Pole-Moscow
1955," lR. in light carmine (brown according to S. G. catalogue), and 2R in light red. Two printings
were made: one in 1955 (5,000 stamps). the second one in 1957 (10,000 stamps); perforation 12 x 12½
comb, 12½ line; gum light or dark (dark gum variety is scarcer). Sheets consisted of 72 stamps 12 x 6.
Three types of overprint exist.
Type I-Letter 'P' over and between 'M' and 'O' of Moskva.
Type 11-'P' directly over 'O' of 'Moskva.'
Type ill-'P' over and between 'O' and 'S' of 'Moskva. varieties:-Tall open •s• in Moskva' (3rd stamp in the sheet).
-'O' and 'S' joined in 'Moskva' (25th stamp).
-small •s• in Moskva (45th stamp).
-'S' and 'E' joined in 'Sev' (position not known).
-Broken '5' in '1955' (61st stamp).
No varieties known in 1955 issue S. G. 1924-6. Miniature Sheet (S. G. 1926A) was issued on
26 Sept. 1956.
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Three types exist:Type I-Central horizontal perforation line has one extra perf. at both ends, outside the perforation frame (12 perfs. altogether outside the frame).
Type II-Central horizontal perf. line has one extra perf. at the left end only (11 perfs. outside the
frame).
Type III-Central horizontal perf. line stops at the frame at both ends (10 perfs. outside the
frame). Gum white or yellow.
These miniature sheets were often cut in half (horizontally) or quartered due to high nominal
valueofstamps; individual stamps separated from the Miniature Sheet can be identified by their blue
perforation teeth.
Registration labels inscribed "Pole Nord" were not available on the N. P. drifting research stations,
and were used only on covers posted in Moscow using duplicate N. P. cancellers.
No varieties known of "Opening of N. P. Scientific Station No. 6" (S. G. 1965) 25th anniversary
of first N. P. Drifting Research Station, Miniature Sheet No. 1926-A overprinted "1962" in.red on each
stamp, and a 3-line inscription; two types of overprint:Type I: 1st line 26mm long
2nd line 62.5mm Jong
Height of overprint 18.2mm
Letter 'R' is slightly to the left under Fig. '2.' Fig. '5' has full sized top bar.
Type II 1st line 26.5mm long
2nd line 63.2mm Jong.
Height of overprint 17.6mm
Letter 'R' exactly under Fig. '2.' Fig. '5' has very short top bar.
This overprint was made on all 3 types of perf. varieties of the original 1955 Miniature Sheet.
Only a small number of these Miniature Sheets were sent to the N. P. Station, and quite a number
of these were used cut into half sheets and quarter sheets due to the high nominal face value of the stamps
("1962" overprint revalued the old pre-1961 Rouble ten times).
From 1956, duplicate N. P. cancellers were made and used in Moscow. These cancellers differ
slightly from the original N. P. ones, and there is a good description with drawings in Sashenkov's book
"The Polar Post". From 1956, many N. P. covers were posted from Moscow using N. P. duplicate
cancellers. Duplicate cancellers were not sent to the N. P. Drifting Station.

NON-POSTAL MINIATURE SHEETS OF THE USSR-Addendum 2

Data from L. A. Kolot
This is a 'corrigendum' rather than an 'addendum'.
Mr. Kolot has written regarding ilen 74-4, the "Great Volg:1." philatelic exhibition sheet. He had at
the time of writing not actually seen the sheet, but suggests that POVLOZHYE should have been POVOLZHYE, which is the name of the Volga Region.

REGISTERED POSTCARDS

by George V. Shalimoff
The "Registered" postcard described by B. Pritt in BJRP No. 57 made me wonder why an open
piece of mail would be registered. It is only when the text is read that the reason becomes obvious. It
also gives us an insight into the Soviet way of doing things.
A translation of the card indicates the addressee can obtain previously ordered furniture at a
certain store upon presentation of this potscard together with an internal passport bearing the passport
number indicated on this card and order. The order was void if not claimed in 5 days. Incidentally,
the text also states that wood texture, tone and fabric patterns are not guaranteed.
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The registration protects the purchaser in that this notice must be delivered to the individual
indicated on the order and identified by passport number. It also provides the sender with verification
of the time element necessary to execute the purchase.
Although Mr. Pritt may be correct that this is the first registered pos,card, there have been other
registered "Return Receipt'' postcards issued in 1939, 1958 and at least once later. The front (Xerox
copy) and back (reduced size photo) of such a card with imprinted 10 kop. stamp of the 1966 definitive
series are shown on p. 23 of central illustrations. The stamp and text are in black on a heavy white card.
It is a "Proof of Receipt of a Postal Sending" and "Registered" postcard which is apparently
attached to a parcel or letter. The face side will contain the name and address of the sender to whom the
card is to be returned. The reverse side has a framed space to indicate the name and address of the
receiver, and the value of the mailing. Below are spaces for the date of receipt and signature as well as
spaces for the calendar date stamps of the sending and receiving offices. The left side of the back of the
cud is for glue to attach to the mail item.
Incidentally, I have signed similar return receipt cards for registered mail from the Soviet Union.
They are deep red in colour but unfortunately I was unable to examine closely if they were registered.

SOVIET ICEBREAKER COVERS
by L.A. Kolot

Two icebreaker covers are illustrated on p.24 of central illustrations:Dudinka is on the River Emsey.
Has 2 cachets:
-"Kapitan Sorokin" ship cachet
-"Yamat, Cape Kharacavei" cachet
(b) Cancelled Murmansk 28.10.80. Has 3 cachets:
-"Kiev"
- "Ledokol Kiev"
-"Ledokolu" Kiev" 1980 MMP 15 let."
The last of these reads "Icebreaker 'Kiev' is 15 years old 1980" as does the 7.12.80 circular
ship datestamp.
-"Ledokolu 'Kiev' 15 let/MMP"
I have collected 16 icebreakers so far (there are over 50 of them according to Jane's 'Fighting
Ships'). Larger vessels including nuclear vessels answer fairly promptly (about 6 weeks), but the smaller
vessels take much longer and some do not bother to reply at all. Curiously enough there is never an
answering letter enclosed in the empty cacheted envelope even though it does sometimes carry the signature of the icebreaker captain.
(a) Cancelled "Dudinka Taimur Krasnoyar.K.P." 16.11.80.

REVIEWS
JOURNAL OF CHINESE PHILATELY. Editor Wing-Cdr. P. I. Padget, Nos. 210-216 (Vol. 28 Nos.
1-6; Vol. 29 No. 1) of Oct. '80-Oct. '81.
The usual high standard of articles and discoveries, but nothing directly related to BJRP interests this time.
"TPO" THE QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE TPO AND SEAPORT SOCIETY. Editor D. A.
Bullough, Nos. 189-190 (Vol. 34 No. 1, No. 2/3) of Spring & Summer/Autumn '80.
The Norwegian TPO story is continued in both Nos. and there is much other of general although
not specific BSRP interest.
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SCANDINAVIAN CONTACT. Editor P. S.S. F. Marsden, Vol. 10 Nos. 4-8, Sept. '80/Sept. '81
A 'Finnish Review' by E. Keefe contains items of interest; No. 4 deals with the Vahtero definitives, No. 7 continues that story and deals with new issues and booklets. No. 7 details a cancellation
to seek- the bilingual Finnish/Russian mark of Walkeakoski; from covers in the 1890/1914 period it
was found that from 27.12.1896 to 02.12.1911 (at least), the Russian name had a Latin not a Cyrillic
'S.' In several of these Nos. there are instructive notes on how to analyse covers.
EESTI FILATELIST: Editor E. O_jaste: Nos. 24-5 (1979) 26 (1980) 27 (1981).
BJRP 55 contained reviews of the two preceding annual magazines, and now we can assure readers
that the high standard is being maintained-not merely quantity (248, 192, 216 pp respectively) but more
importantly in the quality of the information published. The great effort which the creation of such
magazines clearly represents merits the highest praise. Herein we can merely touch on the mine of information available:
Forerunners: development of post in Estonia (Sip, 140); forerunner cancellations (79 p191, 80
p169, 81 p 38); regulations from 1718 for P.O.W. correspondence (79 p203); Zemstvos
Estonia (81 p27); WWI censor (79 p105); Imperial Fieldposts (79 p69).
German: 1917/18 German Fieldposts in Estonia W. Isles (79 p47); 1918 German fiscals (79 p60);
Postgebiet Ob.Ost. (80 p65); in Despat (81 p97); German Baltic Committee in Petrograd
(81 p89).
Independence: TPOs (79 p211) FPOs 1918/20 (80 p79); Tartu canes (81 p120); Finnish Censorship
(80 p153); foreign mail (81 p153); Eesti Post oupts. and forgeries (80 p37); 1919 Viking
Ship (80 p3); Tallin cane forgeries (80 p131); Tallin/Helsinki flights (80 p129); 1920on
Venemaalt (from Russia); cachets (81 p92); 1922/8 Smith & Weaver(79 p7); 1923 Juri Ots
airmail (80 p122); 1923 Estonian PO list (79 pi 71); 1938 ditto (79 p185); 1928 definitives
(79 p221, 81 p6) rarities (79 p33) ditto covers (81 p22) mc/c cane times (80 p146).
Thematic (79 p199, 81 p193, 79 p195, 79 p65); Postal Museum (79 p219).
German: Ostland canes (81 p171).
Russian: Spelling of Estonian names in canes (80 p157); Postal saving charge receipt stamps
(81 p169).
There are also some articles on banknotes, playing cards and shares. Some of the articles are not
in English but even so one can quickly extract the essence. Although the list is long it covers some
650 pages, so there are many important long, detailed articles listed above.
The Editor of these magazines has also prepared with Peter Gleason a bibliography of Estonian
philatelic literature, published by the N.Y. Estonian Philatelic Society, and nearly all the 35 pages of
indexed literature (including of course many BJRP articles) are obtainable as photostats from the American Philatelic Research Library, PO Box 338, State College, Pa, 16801, U.S.A.
THE N.S. W. PHILATELIST: Editor C. M. Trevers: Nos. 3 (part) 4, 5, 6 ( Vol. 2 Nos. 2 part 3, 4, and Vol.
3 No. 1), May, Aug., Nm·. '80, Feb. '81.
No. 3 part is the article by our member N. C. Warr on Moscow censor marks which developed
into his BJRP 57 article on this subject; No 4 has an article on Russian postage due marks also by N. C.
Warr, and No. 5 has a 23.2.18 Mogilov Pod card franked 3k (post. stat.) plus 2k (adhesive) to which a
'Doplatit' mark was applied and 'X' then inserted.
This is a fairly new publication, and has we understand subsequently changed its editor; these
numbers are basically of interest to postal historians and we wish them well.
THE STAMP LOVER: Editor: A. Blair: Vol. 72 Nos. 1-4 (1980), 73 Nos. l - 3 (1981)
No special BSRP interests in these Nos., unfortunately.
PHILATELY: Journal of BPF Ltd.: Editor: Yvonne King: Vol. 20 Nos. l, 4-7 (1980), 21 Nos 1-3 (1981)
As Stamp Lover, apart from an article on the Russian waterway post by Rev. L. L. Tann and an
associated "plug" for BSRP.
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